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Donna Aldous lives in Meadow Lake,
Saskatchewan, Canada. She was ac-
credited in Edmonton. Alberta in2O02
with Ed Altman and Sandy McAlister
leading. She enjoys teaching classes
and attending functions with other
TCC practitioners. A highlight for
Donna was meeting Justin Stone in
fanuary 2003 in Albuquerque, NM and
practicing TCC with his community.

Trisha Bachman is a 20-year-old who
hails from Glen Burnie, MD. She ma-
jors in English and holds an extended
minor in creative writing. She finds
that TCC fits in perfectly with her
lifestyle while helping to improve it.

Kelly Baker studies education and
psychology at UMBC. (University of
Maryland Baltimore County). She
keeps very busy, and is thankful that
TCC has become a much needed outlet
in her life.

Victor Berg is a student of Justin
Stone, who makes sure there are no
easy answers.

Nancy Jo Bleier is from Sitka, Alaska,
who through T'ai Chi Chih may be
contributing to the melting of the po-
lar ice cap. Sightings in the Lower 48
abound.

Linda Braga is as busy as they come.
She is a fixture at all the TCC events
around the country. She is a TCC ani-
mator and advocate, poet and special
needs educator.

Catherine Brieussel lives and teaches
in France. She has many things to say
about T'ai Chi Chih. TCC has led her
to a happy divorce. TCC has led her
sharing the lives of people in some
countries all over the world. TCC has
made her feel comfortable with
homeless people and very wealthy
people of different cultural and
religious backgrounds. TCC has
helped her get rid of many things she
didn't really need. TCC helps her
understand and accept the needs and
choices of her own children and not
what she would expect to please her.

Contributors
TCC is every day in her life. TCC is
actually leading her to a total change
of life. It is continually pushing her to
letting go go go in order to make her
go go go! Like an onion, you peel and
peel and it is endless, but you can't go
back. It can also lead to the
unexpected, but it is worth it and
rewarding.

Living in Albuquerque, Carmen
Brocklehurst feels blessed to be able to
practice weekly with fustin at the T'ai
Chi Chih Center. It is a special time of
great learning. It is felt and com-
mented on by all the teachers who
come to visit, so that they can get to
know Justin better. It is time well
sPent.

Debbie Cole is leaming balance and
circularity as she discovers the "joy"
of clipless pedals on her bicycle. After
completing her first metric century
(100K) bicycle ride in the rolling hills
of Lancaster County, PA in Augusf
her next step is an English century
(100 miles) in southern Maryland.

Cathy Dalton lives and teaches in
Minnesota. She is a singer and com-
poser and has deeply contemplated
the spirituality of motherhood.

Sher Dano is a very busy T'ai Chi
Chih and Seijaku teacher, enthusiasti-
cally sharing her discoveries *ith
others. Sher is currently involved
with a National Council on Aging
(NCOA) pilot project, a collaboration
with three other organizations to pro-
mote interest, availability, and fund-
ing for more research of T'ai Chi and
Qigong for seniors.

Sr. Carol DeAngelo, a Sister of Char-
ity of New York, is Director of Mission
Integration at St. Cabrini Nursing
Home in Dobbs Ferry, Westchester
County, NY. Sr. Carol assists staff,
residents and Board members in cre-
ating and sustaining a culture and en-
vironment that supports SCNH mis-
sion and values. Sr. Carol also works
part time in her One Earth Commu-
nity Ministry: Caring for Earttr, self

and others. In addition to offering
classes and workshops in Tai Chi
Chih, she mentors and offers work-
shops in areas of eco-spirituality,
health and wellness and non-violence.
Sr. Carol DeAngelo can be reached at
91,4-693-6800 ext. 510.

Ted Fleischman was accredited in
Minnesota in 2001 by Ed Altman and
still considers all of the teachers and
students there as his extended family.
Ted became interested in TCC after
surgery to remove an acoustic neu-
roma, or auditory nerve tumor, which
left him without hearing or balance on
the right side. After months of physi-
cal therapy they felt his recovery was
as good as it would get at about 70
percent, not enough to solo his sail-
boat. As he practiced TCC he quickly
regained almost all the lost balance.
He was recently recruited, then re-
jected for a study of balance problems
in post-op acoustic neuroma patients
because his balance was as good or
better than those in the control group.
He enjoys sailing (even solo), photog-
raphy, stained glass, reading and
working with audio/video equipment.
Ted lives in Kansas City, Missouri
with his wife Lucy Ann (alsoan ac-
credited TCC instructor), two cats
named Salvador and Dali "on loan"
from his artist son Noatr, and Maggie,
the black lab rescue dog.

Pat Flynn became accredited to teach
T'ai Chi ChihJoy thru Movement in
October of 2002 and Seijaku in Janu-
ary of2004.

Brent Gibbons loves music and plays
the guitar. He finds that TCC is an-
other way for him to practice medita-
tion.

Kathy Grassel has
lately been a student
of non-violence
training, during
which she discov-
ered she had a lot of
hidden violence in-
side her. much like
mad dogs waiting to
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pounce. Alas, one more obstacle block-
ing the door to Truth, which she
knows to be dwelling within her
somewhere, also waiting to pounce.

Siobhan Hutchinson became accred-
ited in 2002. She asks students to con-
tribute to a charity in return for les-
sons. She gets great joy from TCC
practice, her gardens, and animal
friends, and is at the age where she
frequently laughs at herself. Recently,
Siobhan realized one of her long-term
dreams already became a reality: She
lives on a farm even though it is one
acre and in a development. The gar-
dens attract diverse wildlife, includ-
ing hummingbirds, red-headed wood-
peckers, an escaped parakeet, ground-
hogs, the neighbor's rooster and hen,
and a mutant-sized wild rabbit who
likes massages. These critters settle by
the deck to watch Siobhan and friends
do TCC practice. The rooster crows es-
pecially loud during Bird Flaps Its
Wings. When not playing outside,
Siobhan enjoys the excitement of sales
and is a student of life and its adven-
tures. She hopes to have "awe" in her
life throughout her whole time here.

Dorene Krause lives in Midland Park,
Nf, and became an accredited instruc-
tor in November 2003. She was intro-
duced to T'ai Chi Chih by Val Drucker
and was intrigued by the gentle
movements and the philosophy. She is
grateful for the gift of T'ai Chi Chih in
her life and is now sharing this gift
with others.

Sheila Leonard is a Presentation sister
from Newfoundland, Canada. She was
accredited in New Jersy in November
2003.

Lorraine Lepine was born in La Belle
Province, Quebec, Canada. Raised on
the farm in the most beautiful
Laurentian plains near Montreal until
she went away to university.

I I
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Lorraine lived in
Montreal from Sep-
tember 1973
untllJuly 1.992;
Saskatchewan until
March 2000; Raleigh,
NC until August
2002 from where she

moved to Kansas City, KS where she
now lives with her husband and two
children, |ulia (now in Montreal
studying at McGill U.) and David, se-
nior in high school. T'ai Chi Chih, be-
sides her family, is one of her greatest
passions in life. Lorraine has been ac-
tively teaching TCC since November
1999.

Athene Mantle's love of nature is
presently expressing itself through
her exploration of Native American
Medicine. She loves the symbolism as-
signed Mother Nature's creatures and
can frequently be seen pouring over
the books that describe the meanings
of a wide variety of animals (Medicine
Cards). She shares her home with a
resident hummingbird, a sassy squir-
rel, a one-legged blue jay, and occa-
sionally with some deer who come in
and mow her weeds for her. She
doesn't need to count sheep because
the frogs in a nearby creek serenade
her to sleep every night. The mother
and son Cooper's hawks that nested in
her oak tree have "flown the coop."
She finds solace in her recent close en-
counters with a bear, a pair of coyotes,
and two very cool ravens (all in
Yosemite) and a sea otter as well. In
spite of the nature girl that she is, she
has put in a request that the volume
be turned down on the ants.

Sharon Matesi was and is a student of
Lucia Veteran and was accredited in
2002. She teaches in Pennsylvania.

Catherine Millman beganT'ai Chi
Chih Joy Thru Movement in 1999 with
Gale Portman in hopes of
relaxation. At that time, she and her
husband had four children under the
age of seven. She was Type A and had
a tendency to frequently get sick. In
addition, every few months she would
lose her voice for about a week. In her
first TCC class. she noticed the tin-
gling between her hands. The unend-
ing mental chatter at night began to
cease. She began to handle situations
more calmly and with greater
ease. After three months, she noticed
she hadn't gotten sick. Gale planted
the thought that she might want to
consider teaching someday. She then
knew this was something she must

do. After a year she felt ready for
teacher's accreditatiory but Gale felt
she should let her practice mature. She
says waiting was the best thing she
could have done. She became accred-
ited in 2000. Classes began immedi-
ately and doors opened without
knocking. In20O2, she became accred-
ited in Seijaku. She notes that she
hasn't lost her voice since her first
class and is as healthy as she's been in
her life. She sees the person she used to
be, cherishes the person she is,
and looks forward to who she will be-
come.

William Nielsen has been an
accreditedTCC teacher since 1987 and
was accredited to teach Seijaku in
1991. He says his TCC teacher, Jeanne
Engen-Duranske taught him how pro-
foundly the right teacher can change
one's life, prompting him to become a
teacher himself. He currently teaches
TCC and Harmony Qigong full-time in
the southwest suburbs of Chicago.

Ann Rutherford grew up on the
Monterey Bay, an area that now is a
National Marine Wildlife designation.
As a child, she used to sit on the beach
and watch the seaweed being pushed
by an incoming wave, and pulled back
out to sea. She shares this image with
her students when she is teaching the
importance of weight shift. "Your
weight shift is the wave," she tells
them. "Your hands and arms are
merely being pushed and pulled by
the wave; they cannot, on their own,
initiate any movement." It works.

jeni Simas just finished the require-
ments for her Theatre-Performance
degree from UMBC. One of the last
classes she took was TCC. and it has
made a huge impact on her life. She is
learning to control some of the con-
stant pain from childhood surgeries
and injuries that have plagued her for
more than a decade thanks to TCC.
Also, she has learned the wonderful
beauty and perfect simplicity of let-
ting go of a few things that were hold-
ing her back in life and just making
her sad all the time.

Sharon Sirkis was accredited in 1997
by Ed Altman. She recently completed
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her fourth year as a sundance
firekeeper, where her training in ka-
rate and TCC served her well. Sharon
keeps herself sane by seeing the humor
in things, thus originating "'The
Lighter Side" column for the VFJ.

Lisa Thorbum teaches at Kaiser
Permanente in Fremont, CA. She is the
web mistress for the International
TCC website (ww*.taichichih.org)
and the Northern California TCC
website (taichichih-norcal.org).

Judy Tretheway has volunteered for
sevenyears as the faeilitator and
teacher for the Folsom Prison pro-
gram. She has become a Hospice
Chaplain and Spiritual Director and
has taught Qigong classes for Kaiser in
the Sacramento area.

Justin Stone was once a big band
leader and in the course of this career
joined the Musician's Union. Later in
life, about to enter a fancy dinner
partlt he had the occasion to refuse to
cross a picket line, much to the chagrin
of his rich companions who had
thought he was "one of them."

Beverly Weil first awakened to the
power of the flow of the Life Force En-
ergy within her while receiving acu-
puncture treatments for personal heal-
ing. This awakening totally trans-
formed her life. She felt deep gratitude
and a strong desire to find a way to
help others discover the healing
power within them. Several years
later she attended her first T'ai Chi
Chih class. As with the acupuncture,
she deeply felt the flow of the Chi.
Gratitude filled her, and she knew im-
mediately she would become a
teacher. She is dedicated to helping
others discover their own inner
healer/teacher-the Chi.

Beverly is also a pianist/teacher and
composer of Impr oaised lnspir ational Mu-
sic for Healing and lnner Peace, crealive
writer, is interested in philosophy, ,
psychology, spiritual studies, energy i
healing, music and sound healing, .1,,i
views nature as teacher, enjoys hikirig!
and swimming, and is a grandparent:--r
who sees in the spirit of the child the-,r,:i
effortless beauty of "joy thru move-: l'

Justin Stone

l : ' .  ! : , '

+-! tr

The Beauty of Life
BylustinStone

Beauty is not something that can be defined. Some say it is in the eye (or ear) of

the beholder. It is true that the musician or student of music does not depend

on technical understanding. It is open to all.

The early riser has the pleasure of seeing the dawry and the outdoors person

will revel in the purity of the first dawn. Perhaps the poet touches something

in us that brings unexpected joy. The Zen student will see the beauty of Reality

in the sight of a tiny bird on the bare branch of a tree in winter.
The beauty of life can only be grasped by one who comes to grips with the in-

evitability of death. We cry at the death of a beloved one-understandably-
but we are really crying for ourselves. We are deprived of the company of one

who has meant much to us. If we attempt to live in that memory, we will never

enjoy the beauty of today.
In Japan the plum leaves pierce the springtime snow, and the miracle'of it

touches our soul. We know the life of the plums and the tree is limited, but the

beauty is here now, to be appreciated.
The one who single-mindedly sets his life on making money will seldom be

open to enjoying beauty. There is nothing wrong with making money (hope-

fully to use some of it to help those less fortunate). There ate, of course/ excep-

tions to this last statement. When I was in the financial world I had a client, a

Dutch doctor whom I greatly admired. He was very skilled in playing the stock

market and consistently made money. In his spare time he hired a violinist, a

viola player, and a cellist from the Los Angeles symphony to make up a string

quartet with him on second violiry and so enjoyed the great beauty of music.

He seemed open to all the other beauties of life and was an enjoyable conversa-

tionalist in quite a few languages.
It is my belief that we would do well to be grateful for this life. How it

progresses will, in the view of the orientalist depend on the Karma we

have made for ourselves, largely through the habit energies
(vashanas) we have accumulated. It is said that the purpose of

i;::i,., beautY of this
life.

fhe Mtafforugounaf

ment."
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The Conference

Hosting the 2}} lnternational TCC Teachers Conference -

Experiences and Reflections
By CatherineMillman

short amount of time, were given the

reins in trust and a knowing that this

was the way to go. As we came to-

gether so long ago, it was decided that

communitywas our goal. We feel a

strong sense of community within T'ai

Chi Chih Joy Thru Movement and

wanted it to shine.

There were many "firsts" for this

conference:

(1) It began with how our committee

ran. We did not have one person over-

seeing and delegating to the rest of the

group. We acknowledged that each of

us were intelligent, capable and ac-

countable. Therefore, it was decided to

utilize our individual strengths and

choose what projects to take on. Oth-

ers could give suggestions and if a

strong disagreement occurted, we

would turn to Kathy Albers for clar-

ity. (This disagreement nea er happened. )

(2) It was important for us to honor

Justin Stone's request for Teacher

Training to be more affordable. A T'ai

Chi Chih Teacher Candidate Scholar-

ship Fund was established.

(3) The Silent T-shirt Auction of new

and vintage TCC T-shirts, along with

generous donations, brought in over

$1,000!!! The proceeds went into the

General Scholarship Fund.

(a) In addition to the auctiory Nancy

Werner-Azarski donated a beautiful

TCC quilt wall hanging. The quilt was

raffled and used as a backdrop to the

stage. Nancy's quilt brought in over

$400 which also went into the General

Scholarship Fund. Thank you Nancy!

(5) We wanted to have a Seijaku prac-

tice and were given Justin's permis-

sion to do it. Two areas were desig-

nated: an outdoor beside a sparkling

fountain was used for the TCC prac-

tice, and an enclosed area (our move-

ment area) was used for those accred-

ited in Seijaku. By glancing at the

Evaluation Forms, this was a success!

It was decided not tohave breakout

sessions. We didn't want to miss a

What an

amazing

adventure!

As peace

and fulfill-

ment con-

tinue to

permeate

mySoul, I 'd

like to share with you what hosting a

TCC Conference has been for me. As

you probably can expect, there is well

over a year's worth of planning, pre-

paring, negotiating, giving and receiv-

ing AND WORK! The balance of our

St. Louis Committee (Kathy Albers,

Bobbie Anderson, Deedie Cote, Susan

Kissinger, myself - Catherine

Millman, Anne

Perkins and Cale

Portman) couldn't

have been better!

Each of us brought

unique strengths to

the table and after a
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thing! A new idea by Susan Evans

was to carry small convenient sched-

ules (4" x 5 r/2") with a St. Louis attrac-

tion on the back. She was instrumen-

tal in creating these. We had a great

deal of help from Ted Fleischman who

videotaped the event. Ted, Athene

Mantle and others were our photog-

raphers. Their assistance saved us a

$1,200 bill! As you may now see, the

chi supported us in many/ many

ways.

Through my eyes, the conference

flowed beautifully. The Sheraton

Westport hotel facilities, staff, food

and services were ex-

cellent! There was a

great sense of joy and

community wherever

I looked. Sr. Mary

Francis Reis surprised

us the day before the

conference by volun-

teering to do miming.

She quietly and play-

fully brought much to

the activities. Gale

Portman led us

through a beautiful

symbolic ceremony

with each of us string-

ing different colored

beads together from

the North, South, East

and West to converge

at the center crystal.

We brought back the

talent show where tears of compas-

sion and joy flowed freely. James
Hecker's powerful story of his journey

from Folsom prison (with strong

dedication and support from fustin
Stone and Ed Altman) helped show

me a deeper inner potential of all and

strengthened my commitment as a

T'ai Chi Chih Teacher. In the Candle-

light Rededication Ceremony, Bill

Walton sung a glorious prayer in He-

brew, interpreted in English by Ron

Richardson. The talents in our com-

munity are truly amazing! A "free

movement interplay" demonstration
by Sr. Cecile Remy and Sr. Alice
Holden was so inspiring that after the.
Candlelight Rededication Ceremony,
we were welcome to explore our own

free mooement interplay .There were
drums, rattles, dancing with scarves
... I must say that our chi was not just

flowing, IT WAS UNLEASHED! (Ohhh

how I wonder what pictures came of

this!) Even our Guide, Sr. Antonia,
floated through the crowd with a scarf
in hand.

Entertainment included storytelling,

music, singing, poetry, a crystal craft
and an hour of Crystal Bowl Reflec-

tions led by Charlotte Bright. Bradford
Smith played the Native American
flute during our practice opened to lo-
cal students. I loved how the sound of
the flute echoed and then silence with
the sound echoing in my mind. Both
Charlotte and Bradford are long time
students of Kathy Albers and move
beautifully! Local students had the op-

portunity to purchase a Silent Auction
T-shirt and ioin us in a movement re-

finement led by Sr. Antonia, Pam
Towne and Sandy McAlister. This was
followed by the open practice.

One couldn't help but notice the
strong sense of unity between Sr.
Antonia, Pam and Sandy as they
guided us with movement, wisdom
and pure intentions. Throughout the
conference fh e sp eakers zuere inspiring artd
thepractices gently flowing. Our St. Louis
Committee held strong during this
conference. We each knew the others'
responsibilities so well that if one of us
wasn't available, another could take it
over with ease. We found a rhythm

and flow ... the
flowing from our
center ... the chi
guiding us thru our
journey. The pure

loy of T'aichi Chih.
I met many new

and old friends
whom I cherish.

Quiet ... inspiring
thoughts of Ed and
Noel Altman went
through my mind
as I reflected on the
many gifts that
they brought to our
T'ai Chi Chih Com-
munity and how
muchthey gaveof
themselves. I looked
into the eyes of our
new Guide, Sr.

Antonia, with Pam and Sandy beside

her and I felt peace ... I note the joy and

stillness of my mind when practicing

T'ai Chi Chih. And I look forward to

renew againwith our amazing qndin-

spiring community in August of 2005 in

Albuquerque, NM.I

am thankful for all of

you ... all who share

this incredible expe-

rience and journey

of T'ai Chi Chih Joy
Thru Movement. 7
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Gratitude

'd like to
open
with
-words

of gratitude to
justin Stone,

and for this 30th

year that T'ai

Chi Chih has

been in exist-

ence. This is

also the 20'h

year annrver-

sary of the Vital

Force lournal, which you will read

about in the most recent copy you re-

ceived when you arrived.

Gratitude to the St. Louis Teachers,

especially to the committee for their

hours of planning that have given

way to this marvelous gathering - our

invitation to "Flow from the Center."

Gratitude to each of you, TCC

Teachers from around the world, for

your dedicated practice and teaching,

and for your openness to be here and

to enter into that flow.

Invitation

I'd like to invite you to sit quietly for a

moment in order to get in touch with

your "Heart's Desire" for this time of

Conference. What do you desire most

for these days together? For the future

of TCC? For your practice? For your

students?
My heart's desire

for each of you is to
BE here with a "be-
ginners mind" as an
"Empty Cup," to
make the most of our

Flowing from the Center

time together in learning, in discover-

ing, in experiencing an Ah-ha! mo-

ment.

Isn't CHI amazing? We just never

know where Chi might take us. Dur-

ing the 2000 Conference in New Jersey
I was asked to share some insights on

how I "opened the Northeast" to

TCC... But I had no such insights. I

simply taught classes and students

simply wanted to know how they

might become teachers - and Chi

made it happen.

I also shared at that time that I en-

tered my particular religious commu-

nity because I didn't want to teach - I

got really nervous in front of large

gatherings! Now, four years later, I

stand before you as "Guide" - Chi con-

tinues to take me to uncharted and

very unexpected places.

Flowing from the Center

How might we best Flow from the

Center in the T'ai Chi Chih form, ac-

cording to the way that fustin Stone

teaches it?

FLOWING includes our

r mental focus on

the T'an T'ien and/or

the soles of the feet,

the Bubbling Spring.
. proper yinning

and yanging, which

means a full weight

shift, and
. moving/flowing

with softness and

continuity.

Flowing from the

Center is Unifying

when all the parts

are moving as one/

the TCC form be-

comes unified. As Justin said on this

year's video: It is not "what" yol)

move/ but "how" you move.

T'ai Chi Chih practice Unifies - it

draws spiritual persons to itself be-

cause it is a spiritual practice, often re-

ferred to as a moving meditation. This

unifying element drew us to become

teachers and drew each of us together

for this particular conference, at this

particular time, and in this particular

space. fustin often says that TCC

teachers are very nice people! Just look

around - I think he is right!

When flowing from the Center, CHI

becomes the matrix for change. Do you

remember how you were before you

began to practice TCC? Recall all the

changes that have taken place within

you over the years you have been

practicing.

Circulating and balancing CHI gives

way to wellness and wholeness. En-

tering into the Cosmic Rhythm

changes us and our world, whether

that world view is our household and

area of the country where we live, or if

it has extended beyond those bound-

aries to the global community. Justin

Op enin g and clo sin g r emarks by Sr. Antonia C oop er ; O S F, T' ai Chi Chih G uide

rs
I I

8
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recounts stories from individuals who

have attended teacher accreditation

saying it was one of the most trans-

forming weeks of their lives. He has

received countless letters of how TCC

practice has changed lives physically,

mentally and spiritually.

One of the outstanding gifts that

TCC practice has given us is inner in-

tegrity and sincerity, which Justin re-

fers to as T E H. Both of these gifts or

values are counter-cultural. They

bring an inner peace and calm that is

beyond words and beyond other ex-

Perrences.
As Guide of TCC I am sin-

cerely asking each of you to be

attentive or "awake" during

these days together: notice

how you are moving and

deepen your awareness of

how you are flowing from the

center... ornot f lowing from

the center. Our Conference

will offer many opportunities

for refinement in over seven

hours of moving together!

Teach your students well.

Teach them to refer to this

specific form of movement as

T'AI CHI CHIH and don't be

satisfied by merely saying T'ai

Chi. I invite each of you to

whisper CHIH when it is not added.

Here is a little story to make that very

point. Several years ago I was home

on vacation and told my Dad that I

was going out to do my T'ai Chi Chih

practice. I was aware that the phone

rang during the practice time. Upon

my return Dad proudly reported that

he told the caller that I was outside

doing my Ho Chi Minh! ......So much

for "getting it right." He did remember

the Chi part!

We will honor fustin Stone every

time we include "Chih." It is impor-

tant that we recognize Justin as the

Originator of TCC as we make a point

to include this in our teaching.

Give your students an example of

your integrity and sincerity - in the

way you move - in the way you teach
- and in the way you live your life!

Envisioning the Future

As the Conference comes to a gentle

conclusion, and we return to our fami-

lies, homes and places of work, it is

important to set our focus in the fu-

ture. In considering the future of T'ai

Chi Chih, it is my hope that Teachers

will continue to deaelop a deeper under-

standing of the TCC form in their daily

personal practice so that they will be

able to impart the principles within

the movements to their students.

When teachers are teaching How to

moae, students will experience greater

circulation and balance of Chi which

will then lead to countless benefits of

mind, body and spirit. Teachers will

also be more confident in assisting stu-

dents who are prep aring for T eacher Accredi-

tation.

I am grateful to our Teacher Train-

ers Sandy McAlister and Pam Towne

who continue to be available to offer

Intensives for students and their

teachers, as well as for teachers only,
especially in those communities that
are not currently sponsoring teacher
candidates for accreditation. An Inten-
sive is the only format in which stu-
dents and/or teachers have an oppor-
tunity to refine their TCC form
through individual attention and
help.

You are also encouraged to deepen
your awareness of TCC through leam-
ing the pracfice of Seijaku.I attended
Seijaku Accreditation in1994, and au-
diting a few years later, found Seijaku
giving me an abundance of energy.

Since a practice was of-
fered here at the Confer-
ence, it helped to renew
those who knew it, and
piqued the interest of those
who did not. Please con-
sider sponsoring a Seijaku
Training or Retreat in
your local community.

Please contact me
with any requests for
Trainings or Intensives so
that Pam, Sandy and I can
coordinate calendars (908-

370-3616 or
antoniaTCC9@aol.com).

TheT'aiChi Chih
form will reach the

public's attention very soon through

the medical profession and insurance

companies, and when it does, it will

be the dedicated teachers who will be

representing it. It is my hope that you

continue what was begun here at the

Conference, and deepen it through

your inner sincerity (T e h) and integ-

rity. I am grateful to each of you for

your fine efforts in

spreading TCC

throughout the

world.

Peace and all good,

Sr. Antonia

Sr. Antonia demansfratingD aughter in the Valley. On the
stage is N aney Weruer-Az nrski's hanil-cre ate il quilt.
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Two visions for the future of T'ai Chi Chih

By P am T owne, T eacher Trainer

here is a bright future for T'ai

Chi Chih...and for those who

practice it. I see it improving

our quality of life both now

and as we mature. The benefits of TCC

practice are particularly appealing to

seniors who want to be healthy, vig-

orous & productive. fustin Stone is a

living example of the health, serenity,

longevity and creativity benefits!

Over the 20 years I've been teaching

TCC, I've found I'm teaching more and

more seniors. This is partly because

I'm now a senior of 58 years myself,

and partly because there are more

people over 55 as the "baby boomers"

mature. It's never too late to start

practicing TCC, and we get benefits at

any age. Yet, I look forward to the time

when there are hundreds of

thousands . . . even

mill ions.. .of people

who've been doing

TCC for 1.0,20,30

years or more!

Like the "Hun-

dredth Monkey" effect, I see us reach-

ing a "critical mass" in terms of the

numbers of people practicing TCC

regularly...that percent of the popula-

tion which triggers a transformation

in our planetary consciousness...f irst

here in the USA, then around the

world...which can bring about peace.

I look forward to the time when T'ai

Chi Chih is a household "word" and

peace prevails on our planet.

My vision for us as TCC teachers is

that we get the maximum benefit from

our TCC practice. I6ncourage us all to

practice regularly. As we teach more &

more classes it's easy to let personal

practice slide. Listen to Prajna, the in-

herent wisdom of the Chi. Find bal-

ance in every area of our lives, be-

tween giving and receiving, teaching

and practicing TCC. Take care of our-

selves, so we give from our overflow

rather than from an empty well. Use

the advanced tools Justin has given

us...Seijaku and the fing. Know that

this is a transformational practice. As

the character of the Chi changes, we

change. Be open and receptive to the

flow of this wonderful CHI!

By S andy McAlister, T eacher Tr ainer

think of the story that Nancy
Adams told about her experience
of doing T'ai Chi Chih in a circle

and seeing everyone connected to the

center of the circle from the Tan Tien.

That gave me the idea of "Connec-

tion." We are all different, with differ-

ent jobs, family situations, goals, but a

common connection of T'ai Chi Chih

brings us here and connects us to-

gether as a community. Think about

that connection. How can we become

more conscious of that connection and

be more ACTIVE in strengthening that

connection?

When we travel to another city, call

a teacher there and ask to do a prac-

tice with him/her. Ask if they are

teaching a class while you are there

and if you can attend. Not only do we

have an opportunity to learn from

each other but we are strengthening

our connection.

Our connection in the United States

is strong and is gradually spreading

out. We have many teachers in

Canada and a few in other countries.

A new community is building in ltaly.

It won t be long before we will be hav-

ing a teacher training course there.

Whether we travel or not, we can

strengthen the T'ai Chi Chih connec-

tion with our intent and our hearts.

Each time we do our practice we are

creating and sending out a vibration.

Doing our practice with an open heart

and grounded energy allows for the

flow of that connection. It is as if there

were these invisible threads of T'ai

Chi Chih energy emanating from us as

we do our practice, reaching out for

and like threads, connecting. As those

threads of energy spread out into our

world, they are felt as peace and love.
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dq(dry aturday dawned with a con-

% centrated conference agenda.

WYl Presentations which ad-

dressed the body, mind and spirit

were offered and graciously received.

Then the time came for all conference

participants to call upon the Light at

the Top of the Head and Light at the

Temple.

After Roberta Taggert's impressive

work regarding "UCLA Research Up-

dates," an open floor discussion en-

sued. Topic: "Utilizing Research"

moderated by Sister Alice Holden.

Many suggestions were offered con-

cerning the dissemination of research

material available at this time. Three

main research topics/articles were

discussed:

1.UCLA Research

2. W all S treet I ournal follow-up

3. Preaention Magazine,Rodale Press,

April issue, 2004, page91,

Suggestions included:

1. Presenting legible and profes-

sional copies of above materials to

medical doctors and health care pro-

fessionals

2. Presenting legible

and professional copies

to insurance companies

(New Mexico's Blue

Cross/Blue Shield is

considering coverage

for T'ai Chi Chih classes

as preventative, or as

prevention, of more se-

rious health related is-

sues.)

3. Observation that

two studies (rather

than one) hold more

clout in the medical and

Utilizing Research
Mo der at e d by Sr. Ali ce Holden

Summary submittedby DianaWelsh-Durkin and D ebbie Cole

insurance world.

4. Accessibility of said studies by

Iinking to related websites; e.g. Preaen-

tion; P sy chos om atic S tudies

5. Teachers involved in health care,

hospital, and university systems

should consider developing and writ-

ing articles for above publications

with clear, detailed testimonials of

students

6. Utilizing graduate students wish-

ing to conduct research or looking for

research opportunities

r fanet Oussaty, a teacher from New

|ersey involved in a university, can

provide assistance in how to work

with higher learning institutions.

o Bonnie Sokolov, a Rochester Minne-

sota teacher, has the Mayo Clinic al-

most in her back yard. Bonnie has

given herself the 12-month mission of

inviting the Mayo Clinic to revisit

their past endorsements of T'ai Chi

Chih and Justin Stone's video.

r Sister Antonia Cooper suggested a

compilation/collation of all research

materials related to Tai Chi Chih for

easy access by teachers.

. Dr. Irwin, lead doctor of the UCLA

research; has given permission for any

T'ai Chi Chih teacher to use research

findings

. We can all help by documenting

student comments. To be most useful,

those comments would be specific,

quantifiable remarks about their emo-

tional or mental health being im-

proved. Some teachers hand out self-

evaluation forms at the beginning of a

class series and then follow up at the

end with another self-evaluatiory al-

lowing a comparison of how the ques-

tions were answered (e.g. How

stressed are you?). Another helpful re-

source would be the guidelines that

Hannah Hedrick suggests in her ar-

ticle about how to approach

healthcare facilities to offer TCC

classes (VFl June 2001).

o One teacher expressed frustration

regarding unprinted information sub-

mitted four years ago to theVital Force

Journal involving an informal study of

T'ai Chi Chih and congestive heart

failure in conjunction with a

Cincinnati hospital.

. The discussion ended with

Sr. Alice Holden endorsing

the need for personal ac-

countability by the teaching

community in order to bring

all of this to

fruition.
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Inspiring My Teaching from the Inside,

Inside-Out: Doing My TCC Laundry
By Debbie Cole, speaking at theTeachers Conferencein St. Louis

he bottom line: this is

about clearing the de-

bris to make room for

the inspiration available

to all of us. It may be expressed

differently (sometimes quite

uniquely) in each of us, but it is

there, ready for cultivation. For

me. the inner teacher has taken

on the tendency to speak in

rhyme; maybe I read too much

Dr. Seuss to my children!

Early on, my inner teacher

mimicked the voice of Sharon

Sirkis, my teacher and mentor

for teacher training. Sometimes it

sounded a lot like Ed Altman. But

these days, through poetry and writ-

ing, I am learning to hear my own

voice and I'm trying to listen to what

it has to say. Some of you may be fa-

miliar with my poetry and writing

from the Vital Force. What you may not

know is that I didn't write poetry (or

anything else) before my teacher

training week, which was a turning

point in my life.

My husband and I home-school our

children, so I am constantly aware of

being a teacher. Not that everything I

do is worthy of being taught, but, I be-

lieve by our individual actions we af-

fect other things, other people. By cul-

tivating, deeply, my personal dailY

practice (nurturing this inner teacher),

I feel it keeps some of the debris out of

the way so that the

"Cllt|" or Prana, can

more easily be ex-

pressed through me.

By devoting time to

my daily practice, I

Taking Out the TCC Traskr, or

feel I'm doing some small part in pro-

moting peace and tranquility on this

planet.

This is a deeply spiritual practice for

me, as I know it is for many of you.

Sharing it seems to strengthen it and

encourage it to grow. In fact, there is

nothing like the reward of a student

really "gettingit." That idea inspired

this poem:

IMen a Student Can Flow

rNhen a student can ftow from the center

W ith soft n es s an d con tinui ty

It is moreprized than amere

Financialgratuity

It is the essencezoithin

That has b e en tr ansmitted again

To eaerflow out into the uniaerse

The sparkhasbeenlit

It smolders andburns

Andbeforeyouknout it,
The s tudent surp ass es an d learns

More than you thought you knew
how to teach

As far as they go, there is more to reach

Point theway to deep downinside

Then buckle up and enj oy the ride !

This was also partially inspired

by a student who called me after
lif'$ the first night of class to thank

me "for making the decision to teach."

Wow, what a thought! How many

lives have been changed because T'ai

Chi Chih classes became available in a

particular area? This is not something

to be taken lightly. This is a very im-

portant undertaking, and to continue

to nurture that inner teacher, as well

as empower and enhance my own life,

I feed it a daily dose of T'ai Chi Chih or

Seijaku practice. It is my honor and

privilege to clear the debris for and

touch base with my inner teacher.

As that student expressed gratitude,

I too express gratitude to Sharon for

being there when I was ready to learn

and especially to Ed Altman for being

the one to introduce me to myself and

whose teachings continue to inspire

me. I also want to express gratitude to

each and every teacher here. Your

mere presence has helped strengthen

my practice. I also feel gratitude for

my inner teacher working so hard to

bring me up to speed. I realize that my

job, many times, is just to get out of

the way.
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Real

Sirnple

Letit go

Stnplicity

Allozos one

To grow

Truth

My daily practice helps keep the gar-

bage at bay. The inspiration flowing,

it brings me back to the present mo-

ment, giving me moments of insight

and clarity. It also helps me recognize

inspiration in other settings as I'm go-

ing about my day, as I ponder which

venue may be the best to start a new

class or a new way of presenting the

material.

Spark of lntuition

Thesparkof intuition

Leadsmyway

It's there to guideme

Be it night or day

Whether l'min acircle

Or at aclassroomfront

lMen l'm still and quiet

I don'thaae tohunt

It 's therewithme al-

x0ays,

Itroon't let me down

I justhaaetoremember

To "Iet it go" -and

ground

Throughout all this,

my perspective is

ever changing. With

each new insight, I

seem to come up

with different chal-

lenges and new

ways to view these challenges. Then,
the process starts all over again.

lamchanging
lammorphing

lMere do I go f-romhere?

Onward,upward
Through thefog

Eaen if it's not clear

Trustingmyintuition
Honingmyinstincts

Learning to let go and liae

Findingmy gifts
Simplifuingmylife

Exploring what lhaae to giae

Sharingmyknousledge
Sharingmypossessions

Sh ar in g my zais dom fr om wi thin

IMittling it down to essential components
So, again, I'm allowed to begin

Now as I traael around thisbend
I experience thefull circle oflife again

With my desire for inner sincerity, or

teh, and my desire to live in the mo-
ment, allowing time to just BE, my in-
tention is to one day truly live up to
my name -[teh-BE].

I would like to leave you with one
last writing. This was written within
a different spiritual community, but I
also had the TCC community in mind
as I wrote it.

Explorers

We are explorers of thespirit,
As tr onauts of the int ernal,
Diaers of the great depths of the soul.

This work is not for the faint of heart.
The dig ging required would exhaus t any
mmer,
But the nuggets are worth more than gald.

There is arisk offinding out more than one
wants toknous
Or una eilin g s omethin g that
Promotes apotaiially challenging " oppor-
tunityfor growth"
S tr et chin g b ey ond our oam limitations,
Makingwayfor thenew seeds onewishes to
water,
The new exp eriences y et to come.

We are truly abraaebunch
For onceyou'ae started this trek,
There's no going back -only pushing for-
ward
Toward the depths of one's soul.

May Godhelp us and guide us on this long
andarduousjourney.
May Gaiaaccept andcomfortus aswe con-
tinue.
May the wisdom of the Buddhabring peace
to ourhearts.
May our owncon-
sciencelead theway.
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Inspiration from My Practice and Insight from Mother Nature
ByAtheneMantle

Gale P ortman and the conference committee

askedme to speak about " Inspiring Your

Practice From Within - Hozu Does Your
T' ai Chi Chih Practice Inspire Y our Teach-

ing" for the2004 Conferencein St. Louis
this summer At therequest of Kathy Grassel
and other attendees Ihaaesubmittedthe ex-

act text of mypresentation asfollows. Hope

youenjoy it.

had iust hung up the phone af-

ter one of several conversations

with Gale Portman. I stood

leaning against the doorjamb of

my back bedroom. I was gazing

out of the window past the lemon tree

into the space beyond. I was contem-

plating the question at hand, "How

does my T'ai Chi Chih practice inspire

my teaching?"

At that moment, a beautiful little

hummingbird flew into the lemon tree

and was hovering from blossom to

blossom drinking the nectar. And I

thought, of course, the hummingbird

represents TOY in Native American

medicine. It's the lQ! of T'ai Chi Chih

that inspires me from within. Sud-

denly the hummingbird flew to the

open window, hovered there momen-

tarily looking directly at me as if to

say, "Yes, Athene, this message is for

you."

As he flew off, I saw that the insPi-

ration from my T'ai Chi Chih practice

is in the joy of exploration, the joy of

discovery, the joy of sharing, and the

joy and bliss of flowing on the river of

chi that comes of simply "Letting Go."

I stood at the open

window feeling

warm all over from

the strong presence

of Mother Nature

and these lovely

thoughts. I heard the

cries of my hawks, a mother and son

that have been residing in my Oak

tree. First from the mother hawk came

the full-bodied experienced cry and

then from her teenage son came a per-

fectly echoing cry,but it had the

sound of youth and inexperience.

I had witnessed for weeks now,

these patient lessons of mother to son

of their amazingly varied calls. And I

thought of course, it's the fullness and

depth of my own T'ai Chi Chih prac-

tice that I bring to my students that

they might first echo my experrence

and then fly on their own.

How fitting I should hear the hawks

just now, I thought, as hawks in Na-

tive American medicine represent the

messenger. Hawk medicine teaches us

to be observant and to pay attention

to the signals.

Isn't that what I'm doing in my T'ai

Chi Chih practice and when teaching?

I'm constantly observing myself and

my students moving-flowing. I'm

constantly paying attention to the sig-

nals that tell me, "Hey, there's some-

thing here that you need to let go of so

that you can flow more softly."

One message was loud and clear af-

ter my accreditation and that was

that my journey was just beginning.

The next four years became a journey

of exploring and discovering at confer-

ences, workshops, atrditing trainings,

a retreat, an intensive and a weekly

continuing class where I attend as an

eager student.

During this time I have made many

refinements. The symptoms have been

varied, but they have always pointed

back to one cause-thehips: the hips

not moving fully and freely.

\tVhile auditing the teacher training

in Canada, I had a very profound ex-

perience when I recognized a lifetime

pattern of holding my hips tightly

tucked under. Auditing a teacher

training in New Jersey, I unleashed a

waterfall of tears as my hips moved

just a little more completely in for-

ward and back weight shift. I discov-

ered an emotional pattern existed

there within that extra little bit of

weight shift and that pattern was that

I didn'twantto go there!

Auditing at the Chicago teacher

training and attending the Santa Bar-

bara intensive, I discovered a more

complete side-to-side weight shift. I

found myself shifting into space that I

had no idea existed before. (Are you

beginning to wonder as I did, how did

I ever get accredited? Beats me.) That

little bit of space had no reality for me

before. Now, shifting to the right felt

great but shifting to the left into to

that little extra bit of space was like

trying to pull a rat from a cat's mouth.

It just didn't want to let go!

Do you know that there's a flip side

to Hawk medicine? That aspect is

when you shut down your powers of

observation and allow your emotions
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to override your perceptions.

I believe this left side issue was tied

into patterns on many levels and also

to a broken leg experience of 20 years

ago. Hmm. It's true that I had clouded

vision about this issue and couldn't

see the solution, and it's true that I re-

ally wanted to know how to solve the

problem, but I can't help thinking that

the Universe could have perhaps

found a more gentle way to get the

message across. For I proceeded to

break my baby toe on the left foot. I

was then forced to walk for four

weeks rotating the weight to the in-

side of my left foot. As a result I was

forced to awareness of a whole restric-

tive movement pattern in my left hiP.

And in the end, I was forced to estab-

lish new movement patterns through-

out the pelvic girdle and out into the

whole body. Wow! That was some

message. Or, was there a bigger one?

Over time, these experiences have
brought change and evolution to my
personal life and to my teaching. But
as with the eye of the hawk and his
higher vision and greater perspective,
a more encompassing awareness be-
gan to emerge. Was the observing be-
ing done now more with the inner
eye? And were the signals pointing to
messages on another level?

Now in my students, I could see pat-
terns just as I had seen them in my-
self -patterns of resistance, patterns
of fear, emotional patterns, mental
patterns, patterns of denial, patterns
of protection, patterns of which they
were unaware, patterns in which they
were locked.

Now, not only did I see the students
not shifting the weight all the way
forward but I saw a pattern of fear-a
pattem of protectiveness around the
knee and a pattern of reluctance to be

fully present in the forward weight
shift. It turns out that this student had
an old knee injury. Now, not only did I
see a student's hips tucked in tight,
but also I saw a pattern of restriction
that was being reflected in their whole
practice. And when I saw big arms
and fancy hands I looked past that
and saw their fear and resistance to
being in the lower part of their body.

Most of this is left unspoken. But by
observing these signals, these pat-
terns, I believe that my understanding
is deeper-the message is more com-
plete. And it has enhanced greatly my
ability to assist my students toward
our goal of "letting go" and "flowing
softly" from the center.

Standing at the window, I was filled
with gratitude for these insights. I
thanked my hummingbird and my
little hawks. And I thanked Mother
Nature for these moments of reflec-
tion.

117ff!ne conference was once again an
'I&u^u"ing 

experience' our hosts
()i-"." well organized and very

relaxed. They provided us with a

wonderful four days. I enjoyed the

presentations and movement refine-

ments. I was very inspired and

touched by fim Hecker's story and his

message from the Folsom Prison TCC

practitioners. It was delightful to see

our leadership trio, Sr. Antonia Coo-

per, Pam Towne, and Sandy

McAlister, working in such unison.

My appreciation and thanks to all

those who serve the TCC community

and to all those who made the confer-

ence such an enjoyable experience.
- Athene Mantle, Bay Area, CA

Conference Impressions
only the Botanical Gardens of St. Louis

but also in each conference participant

has been awesorne. Thank you, St.

Louis teachers for the wonderful time

of flowing from the Center.
-N ancy lo Bleier, Sitka, Alaska

Ithough it had been five years

since I had attended a conference,

me, it was the best! I was en-

couraged by the healthy direction in
which TCC is going and think Sr.
Antonia is going to be very good for
all concerned. The talent show was
fantastic!Jim Hecker got to all of us,
and Sr. Alice caused all of us girls to
laugh our makeup off!
- Sher Dffio, Surprise, AZ

have just returned from the con-
ference in St Louis, having had a
great time. Well done St Louis! On

the last day the next two conferences
were announced and it was men-
tioned that the conferences might be
held every other year in Albuquerque
"because we don't know how long

]ustin will be with us." I am very con-
cerned, as I think if this happens it
would have a very detrimental effect
on the attendance of the conferences in
the "of{' year. I wonder what others
think. I think that if Albuquerque has
it every other year there shouldn't be
a conference elsewhere. Alternatively
Albuquerque could have it every year
until |ustin can no longer attend or Al-
buquerque could
host the conference
at much wider in-
tervals, maybe ev-
ery four years.
-SusanEaans
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T'ai Chi Chih "Intensive Care"
P anel pres entations about lntensia e exp eriences

By Sheila Leonar d, P BVM, N ewfoundland
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Canada. It is indeed both a pleasure

and a privilege to be here today to

share my experience of the first T'ai

Chi Chih Intensive in Ringwood, New

Jersey, May 2003.

Quite literally, and figuratively, I

have come a long way to be here to-

day, and attending the Intensive has

truly been a key piece of that journey.

The Intensive proved to be an invalu-

able personal gift, making it possible

for me to go more confidently to ac-

creditation training and then to set up

my own classes. Today I feel very

awed, honoured and grateful to be

I I

{6

part of the T'ai Chi

Chih teaching com-

munity.

I had first found

T'ai Chi Chih, or per-

haps more accu-

f*

rately, T'ai Chi Chih had first found

me, back in'92:93. From the begin-

ning I had dreamed of being an ac-

credited teacher.

Time, distance and other commit-

ments had made it impossible early

on for me to pursue my dream. I was

1000 miles away from the nearest

teacher. but the dream was still

strong. I felt I knew the basics, I had

two videos and the books to work

with, and I had a lot of enthusiasm,

but no opportunity for regular 1-1

teaching and feedback. And then it

happened!

In20O2I retired from teaching in

our school system and promptly went

on-line for T'ai Chi Chih! I not only

found the guidelines for accreditation

but in my searching I also found an

upcoming accreditation training date,

as well as something called an "Inten-

sive." I wasn't sure how "intensive" I

wanted to get, especially after having

just retired from being in school as

teacher/administrator since 1969, but

my dream edged me on. Little did I

know then how key the Intensive

would be on my journey.

My journey from then to now has

been one amazing thing after another

. . . no coincidence . . . as the path kept

opening up before me! Not only were

both events being held in New Jersey,
but the host lived in Ocean Grove

where I had first learned T'ai Chi Chih

and where I still had occasion to visit.

And New Jersey is much closer to

Newfoundland than many other T'ai

Chi Chih event sites!

I knew I had a lot of learning/ re-

learning, and refining to do before go-

ing to accreditation training. Yet I was

determined and up for the challenge.

However, I learned, to my dismay at

first, that determination wasn't what

it was all about. I learned how much I

still needed to learry compared to

what I thought I knew. The "Inten-

sive" I now term "Intensive Care," as I

see how it provided me with the guid-

ance, support, encouragement and
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confidence I needed to move my

dream forward. I simply needed to be

open and willing and let it happen.

More than being just something of a

dry run for accreditation training, (in-

cluding helping to build stamina . . .

it was indeed hard work!), the Inten-

sive - and the days were just that -

gave me the precious gift of quality

T'ai Chi Chih time. Two key images

come to mind when I recall my Inten-

sive experience - that bread takes time

to rise and jelly takes time to set . . .

and you can't force either before it's

ready. So, too, with our T'ai Chi Chih

practice.

I learned that T'ai Chi Chih has a

timing all its own and I couldn't

"make it happery" and that it simply

takes as long as it takes. As I became

willing to allow my own practice to

mature and deepen, I came to know at

a deeper level that T'ai Chi Chih is

about far more than learning the me-

chanics of the moves.

The Intensive was a mix of teaching,

individual and group practice, part-

ner work, and reflection, along with

some fun time, of course! The experi-

ence took me inside the moves, took

me inside the essence of T'ai Chi

Chih, took me inside myself . . . to

p laces Ihadneverbeen . . .  Just in 's
"inner landscape."

I came away from Intensive with a

new sense of softness and continu-

ity, of simply flowing, of flowing

from the centre, and of letting go.

The principles became more clear,

more focused as I learned more

about feeling the moves rather than

simply doing them, and my own

movements became softer and more

refined.

We had a wonderful trainer, a

wonderful host, wonderful accred-

ited teachers who came to audit and

support and encourage, and won-

derful committed fellow students. I

was awed to see seasoned teachers, in-

cluding our trainer and host, still

seeking to improve their own practice.

No matter how much I've learned or

how much I've practiced, there is al-

ways so much more to discover, so

much deeper to go . . . the teachers

present modeled that beautifully.

They were always willing to share, to

learn, inviting feedback, sharing freely

what they themselves were working

on, and graciously accepting other

peoples' critiques. Theirs was a great

testimony to the spirit of lifelong

learning and growing, for teachers as

much as for students.

T'ai Chi Chih has become a priceless

gift in my life, and the intensive had

only heightened my desire to share it,

for it is still forever true, that "Some-

times to keep something you have to

give it away."

In summary, the Intensive took me

deeper into the essence of T'ai Chi

Chih that justin speaks about so elo-

quently, and in the process it helped

me discover yet another New-found-

land which I continue to know and

love more deeply. I know somehow

that what I have found in T'ai Chi

Chih is also there for others to dis-

cover for themselves in turn as I con-

tinue to invite them to share the gift

and help them unwrap it through my

teaching. The Intensive is another

wonder-full way to that. I do hope

more and more teachers will avail of

the experience and encourage their

students as well.

I'd like to end with a quote from the

July 2003 Vital Force lournal, following

my Intensive:

"For the first time I have some to ex-

perience and to understand the move-

men ts  . . .  asan in teg ra tedwho le  . . .

and I have begun to more clearly and

really experience the Chi. I leave more

deeply committed to daily practice

and to growing with it. The spirited

atmosphere of these days, of the

group, was key to all of the above be-

ing able to happen for me. Thank you

so much, for so very much."

,fi1t

ri!
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nd lots of pictures speak tens
of thousands of words. Ted
Fleischman has
graciously made the pictures

took at the conference available for

hnyone to look at, download and

any photo you like by going to
www.taichichihofkc.org/private/ . Ted
says these pictures will be on his
website until December 1. Ted thinks

The audiencelooedf amesHecker qs
he tol d his st ory of lif e in pri s on,

disc oa ering T' ai Chi Chih, b e coming
a t e acher t o other inmat e s, and noza

hisnew life onthe "outs."

- I

{8

A picture speaks a thousand words
By Kathy Grassel

it would be an idea to use the photos

for your brochures and/or classes, for

movement refinement. and for vour

portfolios.

Web mistress Lisa Thorburn has

also put up Ted's photos, along with

Athene Mantle's, at

www.taichichih.ore. Look under

Events. Lisa has broken them down

into categories for your viewing con-

venience. There's a link to Athene's

photos of the California teacher train-

ing, which are located on the northern

California TCC website, also main-

tained by Lisa.

Thanks to both Ted and Athene, and

to Lisa for taking the time to put them

on our community website. Look at it

this way: If theVital Forcewere to print

all the photoq it would add an addi-

tional 50 pages on top of what it al-

ready is. Now there's a weighty

proposition!

f*

T e acher tr ainer S andy McAlister w e ars many hats.
One o f them i s h o I ding cI as s e s in sitting T' ai Chi

Chih. Many teachers in the auilience hao e a keen in-
tercst in this form, anil uill take Sanily's pointers

b ack to the ir c ommwiti e s.

IM at? I s that Sr. Ant oni a
ut e aring j ew elry ? ! rNhy,
y es, so it is. The necklace
zuas craftedwithgreat

Ioa e, e ach p erson stepping
out of the grand circle to

add onebeqd, so finally the
shiny pnrtsmade n colorful

wholetopresentto our
Guide.

" D own" time. C athy D alton s ang an
original c omp o sition at the conference

talentshow.
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Girlsgottahaoefun:Sr.MargaretO'Connor, SC, Wayne,Nl; Beaeily McFafland,CedarCrest,
NM;Sr.AntoniaCooper;CarolynPerkins,NezaYork,NY;EilieBuilney,UpperMontclair,Nl

shirt Io go. Her husbqnd is the de-
si gner. Aft er m any attemp ts, he
was about to giae up when sud-

d enly, Marl en e ex cl aim e d,

That' sVictor Bergbelozo wearing
one of the shirts

{9
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Our T'ai Chi Chih Community: Keeping It Pure

he 2004 T'ai Chi Chih confer-

ence in St. Louis was a joyous

time of warmth and sharing

as we gathered to strengthen

our connections with friends and col-

leagues and benefit from the many op-

portunities for refining our T'ai Chi

Chih practice and enhancing our

teaching skills. As always, I have been

enriched by all that I experienced and

shall continue to cultivate the seeds

that have taken root within me,

knowing that my ever-deepening level

of growth will extend out to my stu-

dents as well. I am gratefull

It seems tome that ourT'ai ChiChihcom'

munity is our collectiae soul, and each of us

is an equal part of the greater zuhole.The

essence of the T'ai Chi Chih commu-

nity is our Chi -our Collective Chi-

and the Chi is our source of power and

strength. The quality of our collectiae Chi

is areflection of our indiuidual Chi. By each

of us refining and purifying our indi-

vidual Chi through our T'ai Chi Chih

practice, we will also be affecting and

enhancing the quality of our collective

Chi. Iustin has said that we must

"keep T'ai Chi Chih pure." We also need

tokeep ourT'aiChi Chih community pure,

flozoingf-reely and ffirtlessly from a center

of lozt e, thereby enabling us to function from
a hi gher cons ciousness of loa in g zuis dom
(prajna).

The life of our T'ai Chi Chih commu-

nity should flow in accord with the

T'ai Chi Chih principles. Justin says in

Spiritual Odyssey that "Awareness is

the root of T'ai Chi Chih....softness

and continuity is the

Essence....Love En-

ergy is the fruit." As

n community zue need to

r ememb er to sink into the

Essence andbe guided

by the Chi.It is im-

By Beaerly WeiI, Nuo York

portant for each of us to be aware, and
constantly ask ourselves: Is our T'ai
Chi Chih community functioning from
Love? Is there a sense of unity (or divi-
sion)? Are we coming from softness?
Are we functioning in accordance
with the principles of Yin and Yang,
flowing effortlessly from the substan-
tial to the insubstantial in the areas of
assuming responsibility? For example,
if one member is feeling weighted
down by too much responsibility, are
we restoring the balance by allowing
the energy flow to shift some respon-
sibility to another member? For in-
stance, perhaps the community could
have been asked for a volunteer to
take on the responsibility of printing
the very useful Teachers Directory so
that it could still available to all with-
out extra cost.

We need to keep "balancing the soil"
of our T'ai Chi Chih community,
working to keep our ground fertile
and pure. Our T'ai Chi Chih practice is
our source. It provides the "tools" for

cultivating our "soil." In the essay

"Balancing the Soil," Justin says, "In

T'ai Chi Chih practice the character of

the Chi gradually changes....We do

not fight the problem...but the prob-

lem cannot grow in the new, balanced

soll." (Spiritual Odyssey).In our T'ai Chi

Chih community we want to sow

seeds of positivity, keeping out weeds

of negativity.We are each responsible.

We are each important. Each voice

needs to be heard. Each of us is the

community.

As we flowed together in unison at

the last practice on Sunday moming,

the power of the collective Chi could

be deeply felt. There was a sense of

harmony...a profound stillness. In this

stillness, ego is dissolved...we are

One, in Love.

May we each rest in the stillness,

and may we each be guided to do our

part to keep our T'ai Chi Chih commu-

nity pure, so that its Essence and func-

tion may always be a reflection of

Love.

Do vou need insurance to teach?
By SherDano, Surprise, AZ

Recently I was asked to teach T'ai Chi Chih Joy thru Movement through the

Muhammad Ali Parkinson Research Center. For the first time ever, I was re-

quired to have professional liability insurance, even though all my sign-in

sheets contain a lawyer-approved waiver. This turned out to be quite an

education! I learned that one must belong to a fitness and wellness associa-

tion in order to be eligible for this insurance, and that fellow TCC instructors

were joining yoga, Pilates, and other similar associations. So I continued to

search until I came across The Tai Chi Arthritis Association of America,

which was at least in the vicinity of my interest. Membership was only $45

yearly, compared to others at much higher rates. So for your information,

you may check it out at www.taichiforarthritis.com.
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LovingLight

A single candle

A flame alone

A loving guide

A spirit of oneness

Sharing the light

growing from

the silence

and darkness

An inner circle of

flickering light

spreading warmth

and friendship

Radiates joy

from within

Travels outward

in all directions

Three circles aglow

so full of love

A gentle rhythm

moving as one

Beautiful words

sung so softly

Many voices

uniting as one

Feel the peace

Receive the love

The silence returns

No longer solitary

-DoreneKrnuse

Connections
By Carmm L. Brocklehurst, Albuquerque, N M

any, many thanks to the St.
Louis team who did a great job

f providing us with the place,
and a terrific program to make

so many connections. This allowed us

to get to know each other better, and

to open our minds, bodies, and hearts

so that we can be better T'ai Chi Chih

teachers. The amount of effort that

went into the preparation and execu-

tion of the'04 Conference was truly an

act of love and selfless service.

Because Albuquerque is hosting the

2005 Conference, we led the last morn-

ing practice. Ann volunteered three of

us to accomplish this task. With each

movement, the sea of T'ai Chi Chih

teachers became more and more inti-

mate. Spatially we were not that close.

(After all, there were about 1L5 T'ai

Chi Chih teachers from various parts

of the world.) But we quickly began to

move as "one sea of energy," as it says

in the Nei Kung (the meditation found

in Justin Stone' s Meditation for Healing\.

To look out and see the sincerity in the

teachers'faces, as each didher or his

practice, was a joy to behold. T'ai Chi

Chih is so beautiful that it calls us

home to experience that which is, that

which we truly are. It was as if the

walls in the room disappeared and

each one of us was connected to everv-

thing, everywhere.

Experiencing connections at the T'ai

Chi Chih Conference is the just the be-

ginning of becoming aware, daily, that

we are constantly finding ways to

connect with people of like mind and

heart. As we come into contact with

people, we quickly sense the Vital

Force that is so alive within us during

our Tai Chi Chih practice. The more a

person has an inner life, the stronger

we sense the Vital Force within them.

(It's usually expressed as peace.) This

should be our clue that others can

sense the chi or Vital Force in us

also. What connection do we make

with others? Our T'ai Chi Chih prac-

tice helps us make
joyous ones. Each

connection can be a

way of saluting the

Highest in each

person. It is also a

way to love and

share the chi.

The Vkfforcelournaf

:wL,.,..,

#1.
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Mirror, Mirror, on the Wall

ByLindaBraga

urote andpresentedthispoemfor theentertqinment onSaturday night of theTCC Conference.lnpreparing
mypresentationon"PartnerPractice" fortheTCCConferenceinStLouis,lwasawakenedonemorningat
3 a.m. Aparody of aphrasefrom thefairy taleabout SnowlMitekeptrunningthroughmymind.Thishap-
pens to those of us who nre elementary school teachers, or thosewhohaae gone to camp andhaoe a thou-

sandzany catry songs in ourhead. I gotup andwroteit down,knowing that Iwouldnotrecallit thenextmorning.

It is qbouthauingsomeonebe "amirror" foryou, apartnertohelp youimproaeyourTCCform.Therhymespeaks

for itself.

Mirror, mirror on the wall, is my TCC BEST of all?

Are my feet in just the right stance? Or is my rnovement more like a dance?

You say my weight shift is incomplete? And ask, is my attention still in my feet?

Is my form so soft and flowing, or is my EGO really showing?

Mirror, mirror, standing there, please be kind, but be sincere.

Help me see what I can't see. Light up the "unknowing" part of me.

Do I move just like a clown? Or do I have my heels down?

Is my posture out of line? Now is not the time to whinel

Do I move with style and grace? Are both my hands in the right place?

With wrists relaxed and waist open, my form should be good, at least, I'm hopin.'

Am I flowing from Dan tien? Am I making mistakes all over again?

Mirror, mirror, please, take over. Perhaps I need an extreme makeover!

Sink down here, straighten there, I'll continue to cornpare, compare.

I'm working so hard; I want improvement, so I can enjoy my Joy Thru Movement!

Spiral down left, flow to the right, I'm working hard'til I get it right.

Let tension melt, let ego go. Ah, now I'm beginning to FEEL the flow.

Mirror, mirror, tell me please, am I soft enough in the knees?

Hold fast here, let go there, Now I'm beginning to move with flare.

Fingers relaxed and both elbows in, the river of Chi is flowing again!

Moving from center, my head in alignment, Now I'm beginning to LIKE this refinement!

Heel down first as I move to the side, My waist is turning! I'm glowing with pride!

Remember the knees must be over the toes. I wonder if that applies to my nose?

Complaining won't get me where I want to be. I WANT refinements to the nth degree!

Today, tomorrow or now is just fine. Please remind me again to straighten my spine!

I'll practice and practice the new things I'm learning, and keep my waist opery

and turning and turning.

My TCC movements were once inferior, but lately, they're looking much more superior!

Thank you to friends who helped me refine, and now when I move, I look iust divine!
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t had been three years since

my last conference and stay in

the States and I missed it and I

needed it again. So I had it

planned by saving time, money and

energy, the three being of course con-

nected. And I want to share the feeling

and experience I got throughout this

special time.

Doing T'ai Chi Chih is fine. We find a

nice place to do our practice, we

relax, and we focus on the movements.

But in life we are always confronted

by situations, obstacles and thery

that's through our attitude, our be-

havior, our way to face it, that we can

check if it works. And we know it

should, it usually does, but sometimes

not quite. Well I had to face losing my

luggage both ways, for a couple of

days, having flights delayed, and

missing two connections.

Then there was this fire alarm dur-

ing the first night at the hotel. Some

people were really stressed but none

of the T'ai Chi Chih teachers seemed to

be affected. Serenity.

But then there was the way I felt the

energy when I arrived at the hotel. I

must say I felt oppressed by the place,

the colors of the rooms, no windows,

air conditioning too cold for me, walk-

ing on synthetic carpets. It was as be-

ing trapped in a pan with a lid on top

of my head. So I really needed to es-

cape outside, walk by the little pond,

watch the geese, enjoy the little breeze

and take deep breath to come back in.

But pleeeeeaaaaaaase/ don't get of-

fended with what I am saying! I

KNOW it is difficult to find a place.I

know you are looking for reasonablb

prices. And the rooms were indeed

very comfortable. I know the team of

T'ai Chi Chih teachers from St Louis

has done a tremendous work and they

A Chi-full Vacatiorr A Chi-full Conference
By CatherineBrieussel

welcomed us so well. And I am grate-
ful for all that!

And then something happened!
SHIFTING!

SHIFTINGOFTHEWEIGHT!
SHIFTINGOFENERGY!

I entered one of the conference rooms
And I could feel the Chi

Created by our community
Changing the entire atmosphere,

I could let go,
I could feel myself like a little blade of

grass
Amidst the lawn.

I could feel myself like a little drop of
water

In the river
I didn't pay anymore attention to the

room

. Except the crystal lights
I tully enjoyed

Iust
Being there.

The next point I would like to ex-
press is the fact that the choice of a

name/ a word, a title always has a

deep meaning. "Gateway to the Chi"

Flowing from the center. The symbol

of the Gateway Arch printed on paper

and on the shirts. So I wanted to see

the Arch in St Louis. And I went there.

And once I was there I wanted to take

a ride to the top.

And it was really something! Spec-

tacular, visionary, ambitious, aston-

ishing! One of these amazing monu-

ments that is a landmark in architec-

ture. I was glad I could see it. Huge

modern constructions, some

bridges or the Opera House in Sydney

for instance have a real effect on

me. Eero Saarinen was able to imagine

this Arch and then create it.

And then I made the immediate link

with fustin and T'ai Chi Chih. For me

choosing the symbol of this Arch and

walking through this Gateway means

that we are entering a new dimensiory

a new opening. It is taking a solemn

step both in our individual practice

and also as a community.

I highly appreciated the partner

practice at the conference. To conclude

I have mentioned a "Chi-full Vaca-

tion" and indeed I have had two

weeks vacation with two of my won-

derful T'ai Chi Chih friends, MarlEne

Brown in Cincinnati who has helped

me a lot right from the beginning for

my accreditation and Jan Arrott in

New Mexico who is a soul sister. Fin-

ishing my stay in Albuquerque with

Carmen and Brock and spending time

with fustin has been a blessing. Each

of them is a gift in
mylife.

I am just so grate-
ful for this cheerful
chi-full
conference and va-
cation.
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nvitation to
Albuquerque!

And Yet Another
Invitation to
Albuquerque Call for Participation

in the 05 Conference
B y Sr. Antonia Co op er, T CC Guide

a.httru xcitment is building as
ffi'-u#: .
W plans are underway for
%$Ib9 in" ro,n Annuat lai Chi

Chih International Confer-

ence to be held in Albuquerque,

NM next year.

Although Justin was unable to

travel to the conferences held the

past three years, we are looking

forward to having the Originator

in persory rather than hearing

from him in a video message. Jus-
tin is planning to give a spiritual

talk as well as input on how to

move, furthering our under-

standing of the TCC form

we may be able to teach it with

deeper integrity.

It is my hope to see many of

you at the 2005 gathering, and

that each teacher who registers

will make a special effort to en-

courage another teacher to come

and experience "Joy in the

Heart"!

With gratitude to the Confer-

ence Committee, I greet each of

you with peace and all good.

Please see Conference Informa-

tion and Registration Form in

this issue.

By Ann Rutherford, for the Committee

Justin Stone, originator of T'ai Chi

Chih, and all the T'ai Chi Chih teach-

ers in Albuquerque wish to extend a

hearty invitation to all teachers to join

us in celebrating Joy in the Heart, the

theme of the 20th T'ai Chi Chih teach-

ers conference to be held August 4-7,

2005. This is your opportunity to

deepen your commitment to your

own personal practice as well as com-

mune with the originator and your

fellow teachers. Please find the regis-

tration form enclosed in this issue.

Bienvenidos!

By EIIen T atge, committee memb er

s we work on the program for
the 2005 Conference in Albu-

e. we want to include

opportunities for members of
our teacher community to share in-

-formation 
about the work they are do-

ing to share the benefits of Tai Chi
Chih. Do you havesomething you
would like to present in the following
venue?
1) Upilate for 2005: medical research,
grants, programs to target specific
populations or groups (e.g., a lupus
support group, or an adolescent at-
risk group). Purpose of this session is
to share what is being done to "get
TCC on the radar" and get its effects
documented and acknowledged, but
also to spur each other's creativity. Do
you have some information you
would like to share?

If you are interested in presenting a
short update - can be 5 -15 minutes,
please contact Ellen Tatge via email at
tateehall@iuno.com with vour ideas.
Thanks for considering our request.
Please contact me if you want to dis-
cuss these ideas further. This is an op-
portunity for us to network and get
our collective creative juices flowing!!

AnnRutherford at the St.Louis conference
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20tI-L Annual International T' an Chi Chih@ Teachers' Conference
Thursd ay, August 4 - Sunday, August7,2005

"foy In The Heart"
In Albuquerque, NM

Come and experience Joy In The lleart in the enchanting Southwest, home of T'ai Chi Chih originator, Justin Stone!
The Albuquerque T'ai Chi Chih Association is pleased to be hosting the 20th AnnualT'ai Chi Chih Teachers
Conference to be held at the Marriott Hotel, 2l0l Louisiana Blvd. NE, Albuquerque, NM. Registration begins at 3
pm on Thursday, August 4, and Conference 2005 concludes at noon on Sunday, August 7. Room occupancy will be
available after registration at 3pm.

Double Single Commuters

$360 $s20 $300
$380 $s4s $32s
$40s $s80 $3s0
$360 $s20

Residents' fees include conference fee, all meals beginning Thursday at dinner until Sunday at lunch and overnight
accommodation. Commuters' fees include all of the above except overnight accommodation.

To register please complete the following information and mail this form postmarked by above dates with the
appropriate check amount (made payable to the T'ai Chi Chih Association) to Guy Kent,2225 Dietz Pl. NW,
Albuquerque, NM 87107-3109. Phone: 505-345-0031 (e-mail questions to guykent@yahoo.com ). An altemate
contact is Ann Rutherford at ruthergary@aol.com or (505) 292-5114.

You can also go to rvww.TaiChiChihAssociation.org for conference information.

The Marriott has extended the Conference room rates to include 8i I through 8/10 dates for out-of-towners who want
to extend their New Mexico visits. Check out Albuquerque and New Mexico sites and events at
www.virtualAlbuquerque.com, www.indianpueblo.org, or www.newmexico.org.

Attendee Information

Name E-mail (for confirmation)

State

Telephone ( Fax

Double occupancy roommate preference

Payment (in U.S. dollars)
Conference cost: _Double, _Single or

(check choice and refer to above rates)
Voluntary Scholarship Donation (see back for details).
Vendor Table fee $30 (see next page for details).
Conference Shirt, additional $25lshirt

100% cotton, preshrunk, long sleeve, stone colored T-shirt with conference
circle your Unisex size : S, M, L, XL, XXL (add $2 for XXL)

Total check amount (payable to T'ai Chi Chih Association).....
Please note that the usual $50 non-refundable fee will apply to all cancellations.

NM,'9,N, NE,
W,E,

Early registration and payment due by Dec.30,2044
Registration and payment by March 1,2005
Registration after June 1,2005
International Teachers by June 1, 2005

Address

City zip

Commuter

$
$

logo
$
$
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The Marriott Hotel is located eight miles from the Albuquerque Sunport (airport) just off of I-40 on Louisiana Blvd.
Transportation to the hotel and back to the airport will be the attendee's responsibility. Guests can make shuttle
reservations through eitlrer Sunport Shuttle 1-866-505-4966, or through Airport Shuttle I -505-765- 1234. The hotel is
offering discounted rates of $85/room from 8/l to 8/10 for people who are extending their stays (mention the
Conference to get the discount). You can check out their facilities at www.marriotthotels.com/ABONM. The hotel
has an indoor/o'utdoor pool and is within walking distance of th" Coron'odo und Win.*k Malls and several restaurants.
If you have transportation, you can visit area attractions such as the Sandia Mountains and tram ride, Historic Old
Town and shops, the Indian Pueblo Cultural Center, National Atomic Museum, the Albuquerque Museum, Museum of
Natural History, Explora, and the Rio Grande Zoo and Aquarium. For information about Albuquerque and surrounding
areas you can log onto the Albuquerque Chamber of Commerce website www.itsatrip.org and
www.virtualAlbuquerque. com.

Directions from Albuquerque Sunport Exit west on Sunport Boulevard to I-25 North. Take I-40 East; exit onto

Louisiana Boulevard North. (It's right there to the West of Louisiana Blvd.)

Partial Scholarships (first come, first serve basis by April 1, 2005) Our partial-scholarship program is intended

to help colleagues who are not able to afford the full cost of attending the conference. Priority will be given to those

who have not been given a scholarship before. To apply for assistance, download the form at

www.TaiChiChihAssociation.ore or contact Vic Berg to get a form or to ask questions e-mail vicberg@comcast.net.

While waiting to hear from Vic, fill out the registration form, check the box under "Partial Scholarship Application,"

and send in your registration minus any fee.

Vendors (deadline is June 1, 2005) Vendor tables will be available for a $30 fee (non-profit excluded). Please

bring your own table coverings and displays. You must contact Jan Arrott for pre-approval at (505) 454-61 15 or e-

mail ianarrott@hotmailm. Please note that ONLY items relating directly to T'ai Chi Chih and the principles of the

Tao symbol will be sold. Further guidelines are on the web at www.Tai ChiChihAssociation.org.

T'ai Chi Chih Association The Association is placing the conference information online at

www.TaiChiChihAssociation.org. You can go to this website for forms, conference information and related T'ai Chi

Chih information. The T'ai Chi Chih Center is located at3107 EubankNE, Suite 19. Teachers are encouraged to

extend their stays to join our Tuesday morning teacher practice at 9:30 a.m. We'd love to practice with you and share

the Center!

Menu selection
All meals will be a variety of food including fish and chicken unless all the vegetarian menu is selected.

_ Regular - Vegetarian
Teaching experiences
Please list any experiences related to teaching specific TCC populations that you would be willing to share.

partial scholarship Application (first come, first serve by April 1, 2005)

_ Yes, I am applying for a partial scholarship through Vic Berg.

Vendor Application (deadline is June 1' 2005)

_ Yes, I have pre-approval from Jan Arrott. (check box after approval)

If the name of the business is different than the attendee's name, please print the business name here.

Description of items to be sold (please be specific)

26

Talent Show
If there is a talent show, what talent would you like to share?

@ T'ai Chi Chih is a federally registered trademark owned by Good Karma Publishing, Inc.
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"Forfending" illness with T'ai Chi Chih: Victor Berg on TV

aiChiChihis

findingitsway
intothemedia,

slowly but surely.
Oftenthemain-

streammediais

loathetoreport

any thing unless something happens ( " Chief
of P olice Caught in Vice Ring" ), or, at the
aery least, that a story containwhat is called
ahook ("Originator of T'ai ChiChihRe-
ceiaes Nobel Peace Prize" ) before they will
go on to talk about T'ai Chi Chih itself. Be
that as it may, aaid enthusiasts of T'ai Chi
Chihhaaepersisted andhad the door opened
unto them.Victor Bergis oneof them.The

following is a transcrip t ofVictor's appear-
ance on the Crty of Albuquerque' s " Mind,
B o dy, Spirit " s eries on the City' s F itnes s and
Wellness series, ahalf-hour segment onpub-
lic-access W Channel 16. The host is Dr.

lulia Bain of the City' s Risk Management
Diaision. Employ ee Health is a section in the
City of Albuquerque's Risk Management
D iaision, proaidin g seraices to ozs er 5,000
city employees. Its missionis topromote a
sense of community and increase wellness
among city employees and their families by
proz:iding education and counseling about
phy si c al an d m en t al he al th.

Hello and welcome to "lvlind Body and
Spirit." I'm Dr. Julia Bain, and today
we are going to talk about T'ai Chi
Chih. I'm going to begin by doing
some word vocabulary with every-
body, which I do every time I do a
show. I got this great calendar for my
birthday and it gives a new definition
every day. So the word for today is
"forfend-to ward off, prevent, to pro-
tect, preserve- forfend." And since
we're going to be talking about T'ai
Chi Chih, Victor Berg, my guest to-
night, is going to be throwing it into

the dialogue. Victor, welcome to the
show!!
Victor: Thank you and thank you for
having me.
julia: And you are a certified T'ai Chi
Chih instructor, is that correct?
Victor: Yes, since 1990.

Julia: Well, I am thrilled that you
could join us today so that you could
talk to me and the Albuquerque com-
munity-well, New Mexico at large I
suppose-about T'ai Chi Chih. Let's
start off by defining it. What is it?
Victor: The word "tai chi" means
knowledge of energy. T'ai Chi Chih
means knowledge of the supreme ulti-
mate.
julia: Most people might be more fa-
miliar with Tai Chi.
Victor: Yes, T'ai Chi Chih is a series of
20 movements, and its purpose is to
circulate and balance the life force that
is within all of us. The universe is en-
ergy, and that energy flows through
the body through what are known as
meridian channels. So the purpose of
T'ai Chi Chih is to circulate and bal-
ance the chi. By doing so, there are
great health benefits, great mental
benefits, balance and well-being. It's
also called T'ai Chi ChihJoy Thru
Movement. There is a joyous state of
mind that comes from doing it.

|ulia: Is that Chinese? \{hat language
is that?
Victor: It is Chinese, but it was devel-
oped by an Americary Justin Stone,
who lives here in Albuquerque. |ustin
Stone is 87 yeats old. He's in wonder-
ful physical shape that he attributes
to T'ai Chi Chih. For example, he re-
cently had an IvIRI for something and
they said that he had the bones of a
3O-year-old. He attributes that to T'ai
chi chih.

Body, Mind, and Spirit

|ulia: He's living proof.
Victor: Yes, absolutely. T'ai Chi Chih
is different. When people think of tai
chi, what they think of generally is Tai
Chi Chuan. Tai Chi Chuan is the slow
movement you might see people doing
in the park. It's LO8 movements con-
nected. You have to learn all 108
movements in one long movement. It
takes many years to leam and prac-
tice it. Not many people have the dis-
cipline to take it that far. That's why

Justin, who was teaching Tai Chi
Chuan, realized that maybe one out of
every L0 people were going to take it
long enough to get the benefits.
julia: It would take a lot of devotion.
Victor: Exactly. Justin created T'ai Chi
Chih-20 movements, easy, can be
done in street clothes. It doesn't re-
quire physical strength; it doesn't re-
quire physical balance. Many of our
teachers and students started T'ai Chi
Chih in wheel chairs. By doing T'ai
Chi Chib by circulating and balanc-
ing the life force, their ailments one by
one started going away. One teacher
who started at age 79 in a wheel chair,
at 89 years old she jogged past me in
the rain.

Julia: Victor, that's QUITE a testimo-
nial.
Victor: There is a recent UCLA study
done on T'ai Chi Chih by a Dr. Irwin.
They showed that T'ai Chi Chih
boosted the immune system by 20
percent. Of the people who partici-
pated in the study,
the average partici-
pant age was over
70.

Julia: So it is user-
friendly because you
don't have to be an
athlete, or athletic, 27
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or in any kind of shape at all to benefit

from it?

Victor: Exactly. We've got people who
have come to it with great pain and
their pain has been steadily alleviated.
Blood pressure has been lowered. As a
matter of fact, Iustin has his own
story about blood pressure whereby
his blood pressure for some reason

shot up high. He had medicine that

brought it down, but it made

parts of his body go numb, which

is somewhat scary, and so he got

rid of the pills and did T'ai Chi

Chih three times a day and his

blood pressure came down to

110-really low-through con-

sistent practice of T'ai Chi Chih.

One of our teacher's cholesterol

level dropped 120 points. She

stopped doing T'ai Chi Chih and

it went back up. She did it again

and it went back down. So it has

numerous and varied health ben-

efits. Now, the reason why is,

when the intrinsic energy-when

the chi is circulated and bal-

anced- what happens is that the

body does not allow illness in.

|ulia: Prevention!!!

Victor: Yes, exactly, prevention.

fulia: So, how can we use

"forfend"?
Victor: It will "forfend" illness.

Julia: Perfect! [Both laughingJ.

Victor: So, in other words, the purpose

of T'ai Chi Chih isn't to heal. The pur-
pose of T'ai Chi Chih is to circulate

and balance the intrinsic energy, the

life force.

Julia: Okay, but don't stop taking your

blood pressure medication...

Victor: No, let me be very clear. When
you are sick, go see a

doctor. When you

are ill, take the medi-

cine. But, T'ai Chi

Chih practice helps.

And it has come at

the right place at the

right time. There's not a better time
for T'ai Chi Chih because health care
right now is absolutely overwhelmed.

Julia: We're in a crisis.
Victor: Medicare and Medicaid are
struggling to keep up with costs.
Health care costs are out of control. If
you don't work for an employer that
provides health care insurance, boy, I
hope you don't get ill. The best way to

bring health care back into line is to

keep people healthy. So T'ai Chi Chih

is coming along at the right place at

the right time.

Julia: And having people be pro-active

and feel like they're the captain of

their own ship, where they can do

things like T'ai Chi Chib to bring

themselves into balance,

to...forfend...chronic i l lness from get-

ting worse, or having acute situations

pop up because you're in balance in

more ways than one. You know, it not

only affects your body; it affects your

mind, too, no?

Victor: The mind has an effect on the

body. Studies have shown that if you

are tense, or if you are under a tre-

mendous amount of stress, that can
create physical problems that can
raise your blood pressure and even
create heart issues. Well, the corollary
to that is that the body has an effect
on the mind. When the chi is flowing,
there will be a sense of well-being in
the mind because the body's well-be-
ing will have an effect back on the
mind. Thus it's called T'ai Chi ChihJoy

Thru Movement.

Julia: I like that. It's almost like
a poem/ you know?
Victor: It's true, when you do a
lot of T'ai Chi Chih, and the chi
is really flowing, there is a joy-

ous state, and that is something
I can testify to. Now of course if
you don't practice regularly,
then everything is pretty much
useless. In order to get the ben-
efits, you do have to do it. The
wonderful thing is that it is
very simple, very easy.

Julia: How long does it take?
And do you do it every day?
Victor: It depends. Fifteen or 20
minutes, going up to 45 minutes
when you have a full practice.
Students just starting out may
do maybe 10-15 minutes a day;
it doesn't take much. I taught a

class earlier today. It was the first

time they did it and a lot of people

were feeling heat coming off their

body and feeling a trembling in their

hands-these are all signs that some-

thing is happening, that the chi, the

intrinsic energy/ is starting to get

stimulated, starting to move. This is

not out there in left field, this idea of

chi. The problem right now is that

medical science doesn't have the

equipment to measure energy. While

we know that the universe is energy,

we don't have the equipment to mea-

sure it. Well, that being said, acupunc-

ture is being embraced by the medical

community because it works. It's

based on the exact same principals as

f*
I I

28
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T'ai Chi Chih, that the energy is flow-

ing through channels. They are able to

figure out where it's blocked and able

by using needles to apply pressure to

certain areas to alleviate the blockage.

Julia: I know T'ai Chi Chih has only

been around for 30 years, but Tai Chi

has been around for thousands of

years.

Victor: 900 C.E. thereabouts.

fulia: Thank you for correcting me.

Victor: Unfortunately, over that 1100-

year period it has evolved into a mar-

tial art. In other words, somebody

added a move here, a move there, and

the focus of Tai Chi Chuan has

changed to the point where now it is

not about health or healing; it is about

martial arts-unless you get a rare

teacher who really understands what

it's about.
julia: So all the people doing it in the

parks?

Victor: They may get great benefits if

they've been doing it long enough. If

they've applied themselves and

they've practiced, they can get great

benefits from Tai Chi Chuan.It is a

wonderful discipline. The reason why

T'ai Chi Chih was created is that it's

more direct. It's simple, it's easier, and

it can get to wider audience.

]ulia: And non-violent.

Victor: Yes, there's no martial art

about it. If you try to stop somebody

coming at you doing this [arms doing

Around the Platterl, it isn't going to

happen fiaughing]. So, prevention in

this case, or.. forfending... is to walk

away.

fulia: Hey, Victor, is this a good time

to segue and for you to hop up and

maybe show us some moves?

Victor: Sure, sure.

Julia: Okay, since we're talking the

movement, I'd like to see some and I'm

sure everybody else would to.

Victor: [standing up, doing Around

the Platter]. What it's about, look here,

T'ai Chi Chih is done from the waist

down. The whole name of the game
here is relaxation of the upper body.
The upper body has to be absolutely
soft. This is hard for people, because
when you see people, they're rigid-
they're rigid in the wrists, they're
rigid in the waist, they're the Walking
Rigid.

fulia: We're all TENSE!!! Everybody is
TENSE!t!
Victor: This is a very tense world we
live in right now, so.. to continue, the
name of the game is you have to get
the upper body absolutely soft, and
that means the lower body has to do
all the work. You can do it in your
street clothes, or clothes that I'm
wearing [referring to his clothes, for
today an oversized suit], easy to do,
doesn t require a lot of physical fit-
ness. If you're elderly and you have
trouble with your knees or anything
like that, you don't have to go as lor,r'.
You can stay here [straightening up a
littlel, stay up a little higher, take a
shorter step.

Julia: So you're going around like in an
oval shape?
Victor: Yes, T'ai Chi Chih is absolutely
circular. Circularity is the secret of the
universe. I meary the planets are circu-
lar; the whole idea of a turbine that
creates electricity is a form that is cir-
cular. Circularity is the key to T'ai Chi
Chih, so every movement in T'ai Chi
Chih is circular. You notice the for-
ward and back isn't; this is what is
generating the energy. The upper
body is what is distributing the en-
ergy, and that's why the wrists are
soft, the upper body is soft. You might
see me bouncing a little bit. That's not
intentional; that's the energy moving
through the body. The hands right
here [attention to trembling of the fin-
gersl are being stimulated by the flow
of chi through the body. I am not do-
ing this; this is a side effect that hap-
pens to many teachers and students.

Julia: Your fingers are moving invol-

untarily?
Victor: Involuntarilf , yes.

fulia: When you do this you're not go-
ing to break a sweat?
Victor: You could, but it's not because
of the physical exertion. It's usually
some sort of internal weakness and
the movement of the chi starts push-
ing toxins or whatever out of the
body, and that can cause a sweat.

Julia: So, Victor, part of the
specialness of this whole activity lies
in the circular movements, right?
Victor: Right, and ifs also the softness.
The key element of it is that it is being
done below the waist. What most
people do is they come in with tension
and they're thinking tension, and they
think "arm exercise," and so they do it
like this [demonstrates vigorous arm
movement, no body movement],
which is all arm exercise. You're not
going to get the benefits doing that. It
has to be done from below the waist;
that's this moving back and forth
while the upper body is just so soft
and so relaxed. That's the key element
of T'ai Chi Chih. The relaxed body is
what allows the chi to flow. The lower .

legs are generating the energy; the up-
per body is distributing. [Doing
Around the Platter Variationl They
are sending anesthesiologists to China
because the Chinese have learned that
they can shut off feeling to any part of
the body through manipulation of the
meridian channels that flow through
the ear. So by putting a needle in, they
can do any sort of operation without
anesthesia.
julia: Well, what do you know!
Victor: My daughter actually had a
cavity fixed without
any Novocain.

Julia: Brave girl!
Victor: They used
acupressure right
there.

Julia: Really?
Victor: Yeah. So, this 29
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isn't that far-fetched. Even though the

studies can't prove the existence of chi,

the effects of it are starting to be no-

ticed and starting to be embraced,

whether it's acupuncture or dental

work with no Novocain.

]ulia: Okay, Victor, show us a move-

ment that would be the challenging.

Victor: Here's the wonderful thing

about T'ai Chi Chih. If you understand

the lower leg movement, back is

straight up and dowry that's 90 per-

cent of T'ai Chi Chih. Believe it or not,

these simple little movements can

have a profound impact on people's

Iives. There are so many people who

have come to T'ai Chi Chih and said,

"T'ai Chi Chih has changed my life."

These simple little movements, all of

sudden they're feeling heat; their

hands are moving, and there's a sense

of well-being.

Julia: And one of them is 89 years old

and running through the rain.

Victor: Yes, exactly. Illnesses are fall-

ing away. It's just absolutely come at

the right place at the right time, espe-

cially where health care is concerned.

Let me show you then one of the more

advanced movements. This is called

Passing Clouds [demonstrates] -not

too difficult. This is about as advanced

as it gets.

Julia: What a beautiful move!

Victor: This movement is the one

movement that looks close to a Tai Chi

Chuan movement. T'ai Chi Chih is an

entirely unique set of movements.

Some people think it's a shortened

form of Tai Chi Chuan; it's not. It's en-

tirely new, created by fustin. This is

the one movement that looks similar

because they have a movement called

Wave Hands in

Clouds. IContinuing
the movement] This
is about as compli-
cated as it gets.

Julia: I'm relaxed
just watching you.

Victor: It's wonderful. Thebiggest
challenge is that people are so unac-
customed to being relaxed, they're
like, I don't know what to do with my-
self, hey, I'm getting relaxed here.
julia: Like, I'm getting nervous, I'm so
relaxed flaughing].
Victor: They want to go to sleep be-
cause that's the only time they're ac-
customed to being relaxed is when
they're ready to go to sleep. They don't
know what else to associate it with. So
for the first time, they are actually
achieving a sense of relaxation that
they haven't had. [Starts doing Push
Pull.l
julia: It's so calming. Good, Victor.
Victor: So at the very end, we do a

pose. Its purpose is to help bring the
energy back together. That's it.

fulia: Yay! [Applauding]. Namaste!
So, how has it changed YOUR life,
having T'ai Chi Chih such an impor-
tant part of your life, practicing daily?
Victor: Daily practice is recommended
without a shadow of a doubt, and any

multiple times a day. As |ustin said,
he brought his blood pressure down
70 points by doing it three times a
day. How has it changed my life? I feel
it all the time; I feel it when I'm not do-
ing the movements. It's a marvelous
feeling to have the chi flowing, to feel
this wonderful thing happening.

Julia: Even when you're not doing the
movements?
Victor: Right.

Julia: So if you did your T'ai Chi Chih
movements at 9:00 in the morning,
then at 8:00 tonight, you're still going
to feel warm and calm and good?
Victor: It depends.It depends on the

individual mind. When I'm quiet and

pay attentiory yes, I will feel the flow;

I'll feel the vibration in the whole

body. I feel it specifically in the feet.

The vibration starts in the feet and

moves all the way up. So in a sense it's

really magical. It's neat. Justin says
this, too, and I believe that in 10 or 20

years, the American Medical Associa-

tion will become aware of the role of

energy in the body and it's going to

revolutionize medicine. Right now,

they look at just at physical and

chemical standpoints, which is fine.

I'm not saying not to take medicine,

but medicine can be as deadly or dam-

aging as the illness they are trying to

treat. You read about all these

gazillions of side effects to medicine,

it's kind of scary. There are no side ef-

fects to T'ai Chi Chih, none, other than

when people's lives start changing

which happens a lot, and the body

and mind reacts.
julia: You know you see those com-

mercials on TV promoting some sort

of medicine. They then say, "Taking

this medicine may cause seizures,

headaches, diarrhea, constipation,

listlessness..." I mean they just go on

and on, and you think yourself, why

would I EVER take this medicine!

Victor: Well, I suppose sometimes you

don't have any other recourse. If

you've got some problem like high

blood pressure, high cholesterol, you

might truly have no other recourse. I

think T'ai Chi Chih will be embraced

by the medical community also, by

health care providers, because they

are having trouble keeping costs

down. Everybody is having trouble

keeping costs down. It's going to be re-

ally tough to get this monster under

control. One of the best ways to do it

is to get people healthy on their own.

Julia: Yes, everybody wants to feel

good, feel well, and have energy.

Victor: We have countless letters and

testimonials from teachers and stu-

dents about asthma, pain, blood pres-

sure, cancer, migraine headaches. One

of our teachers had suffered from mi-

graine headaches forever. When he'd

see the aura indicating the onset of a

migrhine, he would start doing T'ai

Chi Chib and the migraine went

awav. He said, "Now I am free." West-

ft
I I
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ern medicine doesn't really have a

cure for migraine headaches. They can

control the pain; that's about as much

as they can do. From a Chinese per-

spective, this isn't magical; this is

when the body is functioning cor-

rectly, and when the energy is flowing

correctly through the body, there is no

room for illness. In other words, the

side effect of circulating and balancing

the chi is healing.

]ulia: I love itl What is most impor-

tant thing, Victor, that you want the

audience to know when they're done

watching this TV program and they

say, "Wow, T'ai Chi Chih! I want to

know more about that"? Why don't

you talk about the T'ai Chi Chih Cen-

ter and tell us your phone number? If

people really would like to get into

this, I think we should give them ev-

ery opportunity to contact you, Iearn

more about it, and find out how to

take lessons and classes; maybe you

could even mention a good book. I do

have a brochure here. [Camera on T'ai

Chi Chih Center's brochure]

Victor: Well, the best way to learn T'ai

Chi Chih is from a teacher. The reason

why is that most people, unless they

are strong athletes, aren't going to

have the body awareness to know

when they are making a mistake.

julia: So you need the feedback.

Victor: You need the teacher to be

there to say, "You're leaning," "Oh, I

am?" Even many teachers doing prac-

tice around Justin don't realize they

are leaning and they've been doing it

for five or 10 years. "I'm leaning? I

didn't realize that." So it's a matter of

body awareness. So I'd say for 99 per-

cent of the people who want to learn

T'ai Chi Chih need to learn it from a

teacher. The good news is Albuquer-

que has a high number of teachers.

julia: How many do we have?

Victor: Hundreds.

Julia: Hundreds?? Hundreds?? Is it be-

cause Justin is here?

Victor: Yes, because Justin is here. And
also Carmen Brocklehurst, who is

Justin's longest student, who has been
teaching people here for years and
years. The Center is a space where T'ai
Chi Chih teachers hold their classes.
It's non-profit. That phone number is
505-299-2095.

Julia: What is your phone number?
Victor: My phone number is 459-4935.

]ulia: We're going to say that again in
a minute, so you out there flooking at
the cameral have time to go get your
pen and your pencil and your paper.
Victor: The circulation and balancing
of the chi, Tai Chi Chuan does do even-
tually, and it's the same thing yoga is
working with, but with yoga you
have to have a pretty good amount of
physical fitness. All of these things are
working on the same principal, which
is energy. They are growing in promi-
nence because people are looking for
something.

Julia: One think I really appreciated
about my yoga class, Victor, was the
spiritual component, about how
peaceful and connected I felt. Just
spiritually I felt, well, in very good
shape.
Victor: When the body starts getting
balanced, there is a sense of well-being
that happens mentally. You could call
that spiritual. It very much is. Some
Hindu beliefs say that the whole pur-
pose of life is to be happy, to have joy.

If you're huppy, if you're not having
joy, you're wasting your time. So...
julia: Well, I have to agree with that.
Isn't that kind of the point? Given the
fact that life is hard for everyone-we
all have traumas, we all have prob-
lems. Joyfulness is the goal.
Victor: But how do you get there?
That's the secret. Everybody wants
joy and peace, but are you going to
find peace in the mall? Are you going
to find peace in your new car in the
traffic? Peace at work with the uncer-
tainty of the economy and everything

else? Where are you going to find
peace?

fulia: You have to make time for it,
and self-create it. Victor, any final
thoughts before we say, "IJntil next
time."
Victor: I would just encourage people
to go out and find a T'ai Chi Chih
teacher.

fulia: And your phone number again?
Victor: 459-4935.

Julia: Okay, everybody got that? Vic-
tor, you're doing a very good thing. I
feel better just having spent 30 min-
utes with you.
Victor: Well, thank you for having me.
I appreciate it.

Julia: And maybe you'll come back
sometime and tell us how things are
moving along with all your classes.
Victor: Sure, I'd love that.

]ulia: It's been a blast! Thanks, Victor,
take care of yourself.
Victor: Okay, you, too.

Julia: This is Dr. Julia Bain. Tai Chi
Chih. It sounds fascinating to me. Per-
sonally, I'm going to give it a try. Until
next time, be happy and be well.

Announcer: This has been Employee
Health Services "Mind, Body and
Spirit." For more information, call the
City of Albuquerque's Employee
Health Services at 768-4613. Let the
Employee Health Services staff help
you be your best at work, at home,
and at play.
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As East Meets West
By William Nielsen

Years ago, my wife and I attended a

gathering devoted to creating greater

public awareness of the now more

widely known Nine Gates Program.

The featured speaker of the evening

was Dr. Gay Luce, an ordained Ti-

betan Buddhist monk. This was un-

usual in that she was an American,

and a woman. She was also wonder-

fully unusual in her perspective on

life, love, and the pursuit of happiness.

As she spoke about life, it was the

first time that I had been exposed to

(or, perhaps receptive to) such a vast

and open perspective. Simply stated,

life is its own purpose. Anything that

we can philosophize or imagine will

always fall fat short of the reality. We

would be better served to stop all

such speculative foolishness and ad-

dress the fundamental problems.

What instincts, and processes, are in-

herent in the way we experience the

world? Can we learn to be less emo-

tional? Can we,learn to take our life

experience a l itt le less personally? She

talked about love, how our ideas

about a subject so mysterious and

vast are far too limited. She spoke of

our tendency to measure the depth of

our relationships by their duration in

time, as if time was somehow in-

volved. She stated boldly that we

could be together for just a moment,

just an evening, and be in love, deeply

and passionately. It can happen, if we

are willing to risk opening our hearts

to each other. She was right. She ap-

peared in my life for just a few hours

one evening long

ago. I love her still.
She talked of our

quest for happiness.
How we search for it

everywhere, as if it

is to be found some-

where outside of ourselves. "You are

what you are looking for," she said.

Can we willingly give up searching?

Can we come to see that if we accept 
'

whatever happens to us as if we had

chosen it, instead of resisting Life, we

would be embracing it, and would be

embraced in return? Any thing you

accept fully will take you into peace.

This is the miracle of surrender.

Lastly, I remember Dr. Luce saying

the most memorable thing of the

evening, "Without a practice we tend

to get small." The value of any spiri-

tual practice lies in its capacity to take

us beyond our habitual "personal"

perspective, to move us beyond our

conditioned response to life, to hone

our skills of perception. The universe

has hidden within us its own inclina-

tion - self-consciousness. We use it

quite naturally to make some kind of

sense of this wild unfathomable expe-

rience in which r,ve find ourselves. But

a much greater potential is realized

when it is used to perceive what lies

within. What lies at the heart of this

"Life" experience - Pure Awareness.

With "the ten thousand things" con-

stantly vying for our attentiory this is

no simple thing.It requires great dis-

cernment. Awareness without an ob-

ject appears (or more accurately does

not appear) as nothing at all. Small

wonder that we miss it. Regarding en-

lightenment, the sages over the centu-

ries were right. There is nothing to

find. It is difficult to grasp that the

universe is looking out through your

eyes. ...until you begin to practice.

The importance of a practice such as

TCC in our daily experience cannot be

adequately expressed. It is a key to the

kingdom that lies within. It is a way

to the truth. In coming to it again and

again access to insight is assured. One

day at a time, it slowly works its

magic.It changes things. It is simple,

profound, and it can easily be shared

with our fellow travelers. fustin

brought into the world a gift that so

desperately needed to be born. An en-

lightened perspective is needed. I be-

lieve an evolutionary impulse is mov-

ing us inexorably in that direction.

We are experiencing a time when

the T'ai Chi and Qigong traditions of

the east are moving out into the

world, and helping to heal it the only

way it can be healed, one heart at a

time. TCC serves admirably as a

bridge between east and west and has

made the many benefits of these an-

cient practices accessible to countless

western practitioners. Roger Jahnke
OMD in his bookThe Healing Power of

Ql states that, "The arrival of T'ai Chi

and Qigong in our culture may well go

down in history as one of the great

medical breakthroughs of the early

21"tcentury." It is no small thing that

TCC has been helping and healing for

30 years already.

"May you live in interesting times,"

goes the ancient Chinese double

entendre. It appears to be a particu-

larly crucial time; when we must de-

termine and demonstrate through our

individual actions where we collec-

tively go from here. I hesitate to specu-

late on Life's purposes these days. As

Eckhart Tolle reminds us in The Pouter

of Now, "As soon as you honor the

present moment, all unhappiness and

struggle dissolve, and life begins to

flow with joy and ease. When you act

out of present moment awareness/

whatever you do becomes imbued

with a sense of quality, care, and love -

even the most simple action."

TCC is a simple action that has the

power to change our lives, the power

to anchor us in the moment, the

power to awaken us to fully realize

who and what we truly are. As I move

through the form with joy and ease, at

home in the movement of life itself, in-

tent on the perfection of the present

moment, it is then I realize most fully

the precious gift TCC imparts.
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Clear

Window

Birds Fly Past

Continuous

Effortless

Blurs of

Life
-TrishaBachman

( s t udent of Shar on S irkis )

Soft

flowing

movements heal

body and mind

spirit soars

toward

God
- SheilaHoltgrieae

( s tu dent of S andy McAlis ter )

One

spirit

flows into

all our movements

T'ai Chi Chih

heals the

world
- SheilaHoltgrieae

(s tudent of Sandy McAlister )

Pain
Sadness

And Crying
Melting Away

As I Rock
Back And

Forth
-latiSimas

G tu d ent of Shar on Sirkis )

I
used to

be afraid
Now I'm ready

to face a
brand new

duy
-Kelly Baker

ktudent of Sharon Sirkis)

What
is Tao?

What is what
is Tao? Bah! Birds

fly t'ward the
sinking

sun
-BrentGibbons

(studentofSharon

Sirkis)
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t's so relaxing!" says a frail
resident who has difficulty
breathing, is weak and in a
wheelchair. "I feel so peace-

ful!" says a woman who recently cel-
ebrated her 100th birthday. "I feel so
energized! More relaxed and better

able to
wotk,"
says a
CNA (cer-

tified
nurse as-
sistant)
who cares
for resi-
dents un-
able to as-
sist them-
selves in
activities
of daily
living.

We are
a growing
T'aiChi
Commu-
nity at St.
Cabrini
Nursing Home (SCNH) and we are ex-

periencing the benefits of T'ai Chi

Chih-harmony, peace and sense of

oneness. Since most residents have

limited mobility, flexibility and physi-

cal strength, our practice focuses on

breath and hand movements that can

be done seated or from a wheel chair.

As we practice a modified form of T'ai

Chi Chib we ac-

knowledge the

Source of Power and

Infinite Energy

within us, recogniz-

ing that our names

and movements, we call forth gifts of

peace, hope, joy and unconditional

love for ourselves and the extended

community of life beyond our four

wal ls .

The following snapshot gives a fla-

vor of how T'ai Chi Chih has been

welcomed at SCNH. I offer a weekly

30-minute session for the SCNH Msgr.

Terrence Attridge Adult Day Health

Center registrants, varying in age

from the 40s to 90s, and with varied

physical, mental and emotional health

challenges. Let your imagination pic-

ture the T'ai Chi Chih practice -

physically, a comfortable attractive
well-Ht room/ with about 20 people in
chairs in a two-row semi-circle and
another 10 to15 seated at tables
around the room's perimeter, draw-
ing, reading, or just resting quietly.
These are the ones who choose to be

present for

the T'ai Chi

Chih ses-

sion. About

10 regis-

trants opt

or are

asked to

participate

in other ac-

tivities in

side rooms

because of

incompat-

ible verbal

or physical

behaviors.

Imagine

the emo-

tional tone

in the room
, as we begin

- some people very verbal and loud,

constant walking, etc. The class begins

and everyone is invited to just be

themselves - to participate to the ex-

tent that they can - to just be - even if

it is to listen to the music or just ob-

serve. Gradually, the room quiets.

And at times when it doesn't, we re-

mind ourselves that the world is

much like this room, noisy at times,

many things happening, but that the

true quiet comes from that deep center

within us. Once we can go to that cen-

ter, we can know deep peace, even

though we might not always feel it.

And when we do, we share this peace

T'ai Chi Chih at St. Cabrini Nursing Home

By Sister CarolDeAngelo, S.C.,Director of Missionlntegration and certifiedT'aiChiChihinstructor

for the Universal Life Force and our
belief systems may be different. We
also acknowledge and name the cre-
ative potential and power within us
though we may also experience physi-
cal and cognitive diminishment. In
our intentions/ our presence, breath

r*
I I
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with others. So often, as it happened

the other day, the once noisy room be-

comes very quiet and peaceful, with

the agitated people quieting down. As

observed by a staff member, "The en-

tire group calms down - even those

who are not doing the movements."

Our attention and intention are fo-

cused on recurring themes such as liv-

ing in the present moment, honoring

our bodies, moving with gentleness,

flexibility, continuity, not rushing to

finish a movement or to do it perfectly
- but to just be and know that we are

loved and special.

SCNH is no stranger to chi - the vi-

tal life force - within each person and

within the organization and the Uni-

versal Life Force. Sponsored by the

Missionary Sisters of the Sacred Heart

and rooted in the Catholic healing

ministry, SCNH offers many pro-

grams that uplift and strengthen the

spirit in those who live and work

here. Named after St. Frances Xavier

Cabrini, foundress of the Missionary

Sisters of the Sacred Heart, SCNH has

a rich tradition of compassionate love,

respect and dignity. We try to foster a

spirit of hospitality, welcome and in-

clusiveness that reaches beyond the

304 residents who live here and the

hundreds of others who are served.

Our relationships extend beyond the

U.S. to Swaziland, Australia, Brazil,

Philippines and beyond. A family

member who comes daily to be with

her husband remarked, "T'ai Chi Chih

gives me such a sense of community."

We want the greater T'ai Chi Chih

Community and others to know that

in our practice, we join in prayer and

intentions for peace, non-violence,

hope and joy - for you and our world.

The Vfa[Torcegourna[

N.C.O.A. Pilot Project Follow-up
By Sher D ano, Surprise, AZ

his is a follow-up to the article which ran in the April 2004 Vital
Force, p. 31. There were a total of 18 sites that participated in the
collaborative project of The National Council on Aging (NCOA), The
Healer Within Foundation (HWF), and the Institute of Integral

Qigong and Tai Chi (IIQTC). Also joining in was the Research Dept. from the

University of IL, and the Center for Healthy Aging.

Participants numbered 349, with the mean age of 73, and were placed into

two groups, experienced and novice. Eighty-nine percent of all participants

enjoyed the program; 91 percent stated that they wished to continue, and 67

percent of all participants found the program helped them to be more active

than usual. Most importantly, both groups significantly reduced their per-

ceived stress from pre- to post-test as measured by the combined PSS score.

The results of this pilot project were presented to the annual conference in

San Francisco in mid-April by |im Firmarl CEO of NCOA and Roger Jahnke
OMD, to a packed room, where interest was high, and feedback was enthusi-

astic. Both the NCOA and the ASA have moved three very interesting things

onto their agendas: falls prevention, physical activity, and chronic disease

self-managed care, all of which are addressed by Qigong and Tai Chi.

In additiory another very important meeting was held with the research

team from University of Illinois and the key players of the Center for Healthy

Aging, all of whom agreqd that the preliminary findings merit further inves-

tigation. NCOA representatives expressed interest in a much more rigorous

study and the capacity to find ftrnding to do so. There was also discussion of

some other interesting steps: 1) to catalogue Qigong and Tai Chi activity

throughout the US and 2) to convene a panel of experts to further refine the

needs of the aging community and the best pathways to meet the needs

through Qigong and Tai Chi.

According to Dr. |ahnke, the NCOA was very huppy with the pilot. It has

triggered three things:

1. A national roundtable will be convened to explore the topic of Qigong and

Tai Chi with research agency and a few Qigong and Tai Chi experts at the

table.

2. A second, much more rigorous pilot will (may) be implemented.

3. The details will be worked out for how the program (Easy Chi or some

other name) will be distributed, how facilitators will be trained, and how

much it will cost.

These are huge accomplishments, and Deanne Hodgson and I are proud to

have participated in their leveraging.

Fall breeze brushes cheek

Morning T'ai Chi Chih practice

Ah, moving stillness
-DebbieCoIe
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A Saluki Named Sprite

By Pat Flynn

Many articleshauebeen written about zohat T'ai Chi Chih doesfor the actualpractitioner. Very fuu touch onwhat T'ei Chi Chih does for
thosepeoplearoundtheT'ai ChiChihpractitioner, and eoenfezoer are about our 4-leggedfriends andfaithful companions.This rcent deeply

touched not only me but those inaolaed. I am aery thankful for the T'ai Chi Chih Intensiae in Ringwood, NJ and eaeryone zuho was there.

Without it, all of you snd that uonderful thing called Chi, I seriously doubt this zuouldhauehappeited! ThankYou!

n my way home

from the Tai Chi

Chih Intensive

in Ringwood NJ, I

stopped overnight to

visit a friend. Linda is a

long time breeder of a

type of dog called Saluki.

The Saluki is of Middle

Eastern descent and is

conjectured to be one of

the most ancient forms

of our modern-day do-

mestic dog. Linda had

just recently returned

home from one of her

trips with a Saluki from Iran. I had

briefly met this dog once and was

most anxious to see him again as we

had immediately become fast friends.

While there, I saw Sprite. Sprite and I

had met once before and Linda had

asked me if I could try to work with

her. She gave me her'leash and Sprite

tried vehemently to get away and was

doing flip flops at the end of the leash.

Not a pretty sight seeing a full-grown

saluki doing this!! The fear that ex-

uded from her was astronomical!!

Sprite had closed herself off to every-

one and everything except Linda.

Keeping this in mind,I decided to to-

tally ignore Sprite

during my visit at

Linda's. Linda and I

planted a few flats of

flowers and did

some needlepoint

and Sprite was al-

to reach out to me

and when I finally sat

down, Sprite was

nosing the entire back

side of me and was

very accepting of me.

I was able to touch

Sprite on the top of her

head and gently hold

her front paws. Both

of these actions are

very threatening to a

dog like Sprite. Linda

was in tears! This

was apparently the

tr
w
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ways at a distance from us, afraid to

come near. I got up and started to do a

T'ai Chi Chih practice and a thought

happened. I stopped the practice and

explained to Linda what she needed to

do. Well, we did a little experiment

with Sprite. Linda took Sprite and sat

with her on the patio couch and did

not talk to her or reassure her in any

manner and just quietly sat beside

her. I was across the patio from them

and re-started the T'ai Chi Chih prac-

tice. With each movement, I took a

step closer to Sprite and Linda until I

was directly in front of Sprite with

my back to her. This took probably

15-20 minutes. I proceeded to sit down

on the couch (perching on it) with

Sprite between me and the back of the

couch. It brought tears to Linda's eyes

to see Sprite actually curious and

comfortable with absolutely no fear in

her eyes and no need to run away.

Linda said she was continually trying

first time anyone other than Linda

could get comfortably close to her.

Linda asked if I could help her with

Sprite. I told her I was too far away to

be of much help but I could teach her

what I just did. So, I taught Linda a

few T'ai Chi Chih movements empha-

sizing the more esoteric side of T'ai

Chi Chih. In other words, I began

teaching Linda complete surrender (a

novel concept for control freak

America) through T'ai Chi Chih. When

I see Linda again, I will teach her a few

more movements. Sprite slowly re-

verted back to her habitual self but was

ever so slightly more relaxed about it.

It is up to Linda now and the journey

will be exceedingly long but more

than simply worthwhile.

Afterward, Linda told me Sprite's

story. When Sprite was only three

days old, the heat lamp that was

above the whelping box fell into the

whelping box, missing mom and all
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babies except Sprite. The heat lamp

severed and cauterized her thigh

down to the bone. Sprite underwent

surgery without benefit of anesthe-

sia. Anesthesia is not something a

three-day'old puppy can handle. For

many days after surgery, Sprite con-

tinually moaned, apparently from

pain. There was doubt that she

would survive. Well, physically she

did survive. However, she carries

her scars in the form of fear. Many

people have said to Linda that

Sprite's injury is no different from

docking tails and cropping ears

which is usually done at three days

of age. Both Linda and I beg to differ.

It is generally accepted that at three

days of age the nerves of the tail and

ears are not developed; hence it is be-

lieved there is no pain in the docking

and cropping procedures. However,

the nerves in the thigh are devel-

oped. They would have to be in order

for a puppy to crawl to its mother

for warmth and nourishment. For a

three-day-old puppy that is not even

aware of its sef much less its envi-

ronment to have this much pain is

very unsettling. It is even more un-

settling that Sprite had to become

aware of her self much earlier than

would naturally occur - the pain be-

ing the catalyst. It is no wonder that

Sprite lives in deep fear. It is also no

wonder that T'ai Chi Chih helped

Sprite. It brought her back to the

place where she was before she was

so painfully and deeply hurt - her

first three days of life.

Sun
Shines Bright

Shadows Dance
Upon the Ground

Chi Flows Soft
Within

Me
-Lisa Thorburn

The Vkfforugourna{

The Gift

By LeeMoore, CastroVaIIey, CA,student of Sandy McAlister

f I could give a gift of the movements of T'ai Chi Chih, one group
would be people with anxiety and panic disorders. Seven years

3go I was scheduled for two operations. My panic and anxiety lev-
els were extremely high. My first step to relieve my anxiety was

"acceptance," acknowledging the fact that I had no control over the sched-

uled operations. My second step was to be faithful to my T'ai Chi Chih

classes and doing my T'ai Chi Chih at home. On both

days of the operations, I did my T'ai Chi Chih at home

before going to the hospital. While in the hospital, I did

my practice visually several times. You can't imagine

the peace and serenity that filled my body and spirit.

When I went through the doors of the operating room it

was like I was a flowing spirit, free of all anxiety!

Thanks to T'ai Chi Chih! Thanks for the gift!

Tai Chi Chih ..A Wav of Life
By Ray Welles, a student of Barbcra Riley for the last three years

lways enamored but never a devotee of Eastern
mysticism and meditation, I utilized their insights

rfip&-"in my Ministry and Family Therapy practice for de-
cades. Perhaps, I should not have been so terribly sur-

prised when my orthopedist announced there was not
)7 much more he could do for my spinal stenosis and noisy

aching knees with traditional medicine. But, why don't you
try Tai Chi? An intemist enthusiastically repeated his recom-
mendation.

Now, nearly two years later I rarely experience spinal dis-
comfort and my knees feel 20, perhaps 30, years younger.

What began as a quest for pain relief has assumed an im-
portant role in my spiritual life. Prayer sometimes seems ter-
ribly passive. It's nice to "do" prayer. Tai Chi Chih has be-
come moving prayer.

I especially enjoy is its counter-culture character. By tem-
perament and training, I am prone to strive to be efficient,
quick, and first in line. My culture idolizes a winner with the
most records and endorsements.

It is so refreshing, in my ripening years, to cultivate gentle-
ness and softness and reap no reward for being the first to
finish 20 moves. It's teaching me to be more fully present in
this moment, not some other time. I cannot tell, and no longer
particularly care, how much chi is set in motion by my prac-
tice. I do know and experience a growing sense of wonder,
and a frequent inclination toward gratitude.
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Trainings, Intensives, Workshops, Retreats

Bad Habits No More at the New |ersey Intensive

y sincerest thanks to Dan

Pienciak and Sr. Antonia for

creating the opportunities

to share and continue

learning the Tai Chi Chih move-
,j ments in a supportive, friendly envi-

ronment wherein new friendships are

formed and old contacts renewed-an

environment enhanced by the beauti-

ful grounds, outdoor swimming pool,

and nurturing care of Sr. Rosemary

and her staff at Mt. St. Francis Retreat

Center within (or bordering) the

Ringwood Sate Park in New Jersey.
How fortunate we are in the North-

east to have all this available to us. I

left the June 23-26t^ Intensive with a

feeling of renewal, wishing everyone

could have easy access to this oppor-

tunity, and...wishing that some bil-

lionaire would manifest and buy Villa

Maria so we'd have a T'ai Chi Chih

Northeast Center-a place to refresh

oneself wherein everyone regardless

of background, religion (or non-reli-

gion), or level of TCC practice would

feel welcome and return home having

learned a lot about the movements

and about oneself.

By LuciaVeteran, LakeWinola, PA

I had been struggling with Anchor

Taffy for some time and Sandy picked

it up almost immediately. "Complete

the wind-up BEFORE stepping out..."

So easy!! My first reaction was con-

cern that I had been teaching it incor-

rectly, but this was quickly put to rest

when a former student now accred-

ited and also attending the Intensive

showed us that she was able to do the

move correctly. When I got home I im-

mediately checked with another

teacher/former student, and learned

that she too had a correct understand-

ing of the move. I was reminded of

]ustin's words, "T'ai Chi Chih will

teach you T'ai Chi Chih," and I con-

cluded that I must have fallen into a

bad habit until Sandy spotted and

corrected it. Justin says, "Don't do the

movements carelessly," and appar-

ently I had done just that. This correc-

tion alone made my attendance at the

Intensive very worthwhile because

that correction affected the ease of all

the Taffy movements and gave me a

clearer understanding of the Taffies. I

also picked up a new and exciting

awareness in several other moves. It

amazes me that so many (seven) years

after starting the T'ai Chi Chih move-

ments and doing them on a daily basis

that they can still feel freskU new and

inviting.

I encourage everyone to attend an

Intensive. It was great fun to be with

other teachers-especially seasoned

teachers like Janet Ousatty, Nancy

Adams, and Dan-and with Nancy

Hall who became accredited when I

did. I loved sharing the learning expe-

rience with students who will go on to

become accredited teachers. Being

with teacher candidates helps one to

be in touch with "Beginner's Mind," to

see the moves in a new and detailed

way. My thanks to each participant

for being at this Intensive.

And, my very special thanks to

Sandy McAlister who is a role model

of teaching, compassiory fun, laughter,

faimess, lightness of being, sharing of

self, and who still manages to be "as

tough as nails." Being with Sandy is

another great reason to attend an In-

tensive.
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Oh ! oh ! oh ! uff ! uff t uffluffluffluff! sluch! ! ! B oom !
TCC Intensive in Houston, Texas, April2004

hank you to Caroline

Guillot and Sr. Carletta

for organizing the TCC In-

tensive. Thank you to the

Dominican Sisters who welcomed us

into such a calm, serene environment

in the heart of Houston. I also extend a

warm thank you to Sandy who did a

great job teaching us patiently all the

TCC movements in detail.

I needed this Intensive since I had

been certified in 1999 and was a bit

rusty. The movements were well in-

grained in me, and I thought I was do-

ing them right. Well! What a surprise.

I had the impression that I was learn-

ing some movements again for the

first time. Do I need to say that if you

did not go to any type of renewal since

your accreditation that you might

consider doing one?

I have been back for a week and

since then my usual, flowing practice

has become a time to relearn all the

movements slowly in order to reinte-

grate the new learning. What's the use

to put myself in such situation? WhY

am I putting myself through that? I

know that the rewards are going to be

greater than what I can measure at

this point.

My own experience of releasing ten-

sion became totally different. As

Sandy pointed out to me, I was verY

soft but had no form. By the time we

reached Daughter on the Mountain

Top, the tension in my neck had

reached a maximum. No words and

no feedback were helping me to re-

lease the tension since the internal

state that was creating it was still out

my conscious awareness. Finally let-

ting go, I imagined that I was cutting

all the strings that held all my feelings

By Lorraine Lepine, Oaerland P ark, KS

of being responsible for everything,

from all that I put on my shoulders.

We are now doing Pulling in the En-

ergy. Wow! Through the gentle guid-

ance of Sandy who was holding my

hand to experience the movement, I

was releasing the hold at my neck. She

again spoke about "being soft without

sacrificing the form."

We are now doing Anchor Taffy,

sinking, turning much more at the

waist oh! oh! oh! uf f !uff !uff!uff !uff luff !

sluch!!! Boom! We were filled with

sounds that were helping us to move

softly, release even more. Very mean-

ingful words! Onomatopoeia! We all

got the swiveling of the hip as if we

were on a sailboat following the wave

of the ocean. No more intellect to guide

us through the experience, the experi-

ence of gliding, swiveling the hip,

turning the waist, all done in one con-

tinuous, flowing movement.

"The intent you bring in your prac-

tice will bring you a long way, further

than anything else." My intent coming

to the TCC Intensive was to relearn

every movement more deeply. I also

had the intention to discover my true

nature more clearly.

We are now day 3 of the TCC Inten-

sive. The new way of doing the move-

ments feels like the adjustments of a

whole new system of wheels shifting

my perceptiory my experience of

BOOM! The understanding of the in-

terrelation of softness and form be-

came clear for me. I have been work-

ing on softness to the point where I no

longer felt my body but only the en-

ergy. Before that I remember experi-

encing so much tension. I had no idea

what softness meant. Did I had to go

to extremes in order for me to under-

stand balance between softness and
form, like the Yin-Yang symbol, in the
softness there exists some tension
(form) and in the form exists the soft-
ness? This breakthrough of under-
standing helps me to realize that the
state of mind underneath all this was
this: I am either very controlled,
tensed in a state of protectiory or I am
very soft, erased, nonexistent. So I
need to bring myself toward a state of
balance of existing with a form while
being very soft. This understanding
gives me the power to be more myself
and choose to do softly whatever I
choose. I am giving myself the right to

existence without control, just allow-
ing, flowing; and being.

The tension was no longer releasing
what I r,r'as holding from my life expe-
rience but the holding against simply
existing trusting that I will be safe in
this world no matter what happens.
Now both softness and form coexist,
my shoulders have dropped down;
my elbows release easily and stay eas-
ily along my body.

When we do our practice, Sandy en-
courages us to notice our state of
mind, really notice it, feeling our body,
the movements. Becoming aware of
what this practicb really does. Stand
still. Find something to be grateful for
and bring it into your day, your life. I
am very grateful for the TCC Intensive
format that the TCC Community cre-
ated to help us

teachers and stu-

dents to refine, to

deepen our practice

and to become a bet-

ter person.
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San Francisco teacher training- aloyous week

By Athene Mantle, Host

here was "a

whole lot of"

yinning and

yangmg go-

ing on in San

Anselmo, California

early this summer. No

it wasn't a rock-n-roll

jam session. It was a

joyous week-long T'az

Chi Chih teacher train-

ing from June 28 to July
3. Twelve candidates

from the western U.S.

descended upon the

otherwise serene San

Francisco Theological

Seminary in search of

their T'ai Chi Chih

teacher's accreditation.

The lovely San Fran-

cisco Theological Semi-

nary campus was the

perfect setting with tall

trees and distant views

as well as beautiful ar-

chitecture to nurture the candidates

and auditors alike in their process.

The quaint little town of San Anselmo

just a few blocks away, offered de-

lightful restaurants for our dinners.

Many of the 18 auditors joined us for

the delicious catered lunch we shared

daily in the campus cafeteria. All of

the candidates and the teachers who

stayed on site enjoyed private dorm

rooms.

The yinning and

yanging of T'aiChi

Chih was certainly

reflected in the week

as much of the expe-

rience for everyone

was about balance.

The candidates came with a certain

amount of confidence in their skills

and yet with apprehension for the

training process. Teacher trainer

Sandy McAlister quickly put any fears

of encountering a rigid taskmaster to

rest as she gently yet firmly led all of

us in movement review for the first

few days. Her skill as a long-time in-

structor and as a teacher trainer was

very apparent as she took us through

movement refinement and then on to

the finer, more subtle points of T'ai Chi

Chih practice. We were also very for-

tunate to have had teacher trainer

Pam Towne auditing and volunteer-

ing her assistance for the entire week.

Many thanks to our two devoted

teacher trainers.

Auditing

teachers found

themselves seek-

ing that balance

between refining

their own per-

sonal practice

and teaching

skills with that of

playing the role

of teacher and as-

sisting candi-

dates. It is always

interesting to

note how much

we teachers learn

from working

with the candi-

dates. Many of

the eighteen audi-

tors came for the

first few days of

movement re-

view while oth-

ers came for the

week.Donna

McElhose (Chicago, IL) and Sally

Mclaughlin (San Rafael, CA) returned

at 8:00 a.m. all week long to work with

candidates on special points before the

day's training began. Roberta Taggart

(Redondo Beach, CA) who stayed on

site for the entire week was of invalu-

able assistance. A special note of grati-

tude goes out to all those teachers (too

numerous to name) who assisted in

some way. Please know that the can-

didates were extremely grateful for

the contributions of all of the auditors.

All of the candidates had worked

hard in their preparations before

teacher training, although it was ap-

parent that those who had attended

an Intensive clearly had the advantage

B ack row left t o right: Tr ainer S andy McAlistel I anelle T aggart, Karen
G oran, Margaret TaIb ert, Carol Wong, GlennaD o ckery, J an Koa ac, f an
Block, D enise Singerline. Front rozu seateil: Pilar Triggs, B ea o Zellick,
Maure en Murphy, C arcI S elby -N el son, course ho st Athene Mantle.
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over those who had not. Many com-

mented that if they had known how

valuable and important it was to at-

tend an Intensive before teacher train-

ing they certainly would have done

so. Many of the candidates attended a

"teacher prep" course. One of the

many benefits was that here they had

the opportunity to form a bond with

each other. This connected feeling

spilled over to the whole group and

there was a very strong sense of unity

and support among all of the candi-

dates during training.

The candidates worked very hard

all week and definitely experienced the

ying and yang of many things. They

worked as a group and they worked

individually. Sometimes it came easily

and sometimes they struggled. They

experienced how their practice can fall

apart and then how it can amazingly

come back together in a beautiful new

way. They had time for socializing

and they had time for quiet contem-

plation alone. They had time for

laughter and fun and time for serious

study and self-examination. They

made lasting friendships. They built

inner awareness and self-confidence.

They enjoyed the moment and they

built a future as T'ai Chi Chih instruc-

tors.

In the end all 12 candidates came

away with their T'ai Chi Chih Teacher

Accreditation. Flowever, amazing

things happen in a week of doing that

muchT'ai Chih Chih practice and circu-

lating that much chi through the

body. It's certain that they came away

with much more than a credential from

this wondrous and strange week-long
phenomenon called T'ai Chi Chih

Teacher Training.

Congratulations to our 12 new

Chi Chih Teachers.

Thanks to ]ustin Stone for the gift of

T'aiChiChih@ Tov Thru Movement.
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Responses from the candidates to teacher training
(and other snapshots)

, eacher training was both chal-

lqfr lenging and positive. My expe-
\J2 rience of TCC was greatly

deepened and precious friendships

were formed . -KarenGoran

,rueacher training was an invalu-

f$, able help for me PersonallY and
.V 

has greatly enhanced my life. I

am very excited about "passing it for-

ward" to many others to improve

their lives as well. -lan Block

think the teacher training candi-

dates bypassed superficial differ-

ences and focused on enjoying
'and 

supporting one another. I

was truly amazed that 12 women/ so

different from one another, were so

very compatible while working ear-

nestly to earn their T'ai Chi Chih cre-

dential. I think that my greatest asset

at the training was the foundation

laid by my T'ai Chi Chih teacher,

Sandy McAlister. She is an excellent

teacher and I was carefully trained in

the movements. I also appreciated the

teacher preparation classes given by

Athene Mantle. She encouraged us to

practice demonstrating and leading

T'ai Chi Chih movements in as many

ways as possible before the training.

So when we were asked to lead the

movements at the training, we were

well prepared. She also alerted us to

the requirements of the presentation

we would make at the training. And

very importantly, she encouraged us

not to assume that we were finished

products, but to

come to the teacher

training with open

minds, ready to ex-

amine our practice

anew. I believe I

would have been

greatly benefited by attending an In-

tensive, because it helps prepare can-

didates mentally and emotionally for

the intensity of the experience. I also

think it is important for candidates to

experience something that is very dis-

concerting: when we correct one as-

pect of our form, the entire form be-

comes unbalanced and there is a pe-

riod of adjustment before a new bal-

ance is achieved. And when we re-

ceive multiple corrections, this imbal-

ance is even greater. In the teacher

training process, I think the trick is

not to panic, and the challenge is to re-

main calm during the intense evalua-

tion process. Many candidates who

had attended Intensives told me that

it was exactly the same as teacher

training, except for the fact that if we

did not "do T'ai Chi Chih well" we

would not be accredited. The role of

the auditors was also key in our suc-

cess as candidates. In addition to be-

ing a source of comfort and support,

they provided a new perspective on

explaining the movements. Their

unique teaching approach often sup-

plied just the element we needed to

understand what our practice lacked.

They were a very valuable part of our

training process. In regard to my

class, I took steps to make contact

with the Kaiser person responsible for

setting up classes in the Fitness Cen-

ter, but he has not contacted me in

spite of several attempts to move him

in that direction. I have been over-

whelmed lately at work, and so it may

be for the better. I am not giving up,

however. I plan to have a class before

the end of the year, even if it is not

with the Fitness Center. -Glennal.

Dockery

-T made it!!! I am now an accred-
-"1 ited T'ai Chi Chih teacher. The
' , : 1 ,

rl'. -week was so moving that it could

not have happened were it not for

those WONDERFUL AUDITORS AND

TRAINERS. Their out pouring of love,

support and constructive comments

has touched my heart forever. Defi-

nitely, a one-time experience that you

had to be there to receive the full im-

pact of the CHI surrounding all of us. I

was determined to get as much as I

could in the way of preparation for

this milestone in my life. The teacher

prep allowed me to focus on why I

wanted to be a teacher. Each meeting

was exciting because it covered vari-

ous aspects of T'ai Chi Chih. I was

thirsty to learn. Being part of a group

preparing for teacher training enabled

me to look at my strengths and weak-

nesses so I can become a better practi-

tioner. The individual private lessons

were also valuable to me. My success

was hinged on how much I wanted to

be accredited as a T'ai Chi Chih

teacher. In my heart I wanted this goal

to be real I would travel 3 hours one

way from Marysville to the Bay Area

twice a week to work with Athene

Mantle, my instructor and sponsor of

the teacher prep course. Attending

classes as a student gave me insight

into the various ways and techniques

used by other teachers. I wish to

thank them for allowing me to join

their classes as a beginning student. -

CarolWong

had four thoughts about our T'ai

Chi Chih teacher training. (1) I

had a good time. (2) I thought it

was a serene and meditative at-

mosphere in which to do TCC. (3) The

accredited instructors were positive,
encouraging and very helpful. (a) I
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thought the teacher candidates were a

warm, supportive, very interesting,

and diverse group. Basically I thought

the 2004 summer TCC candidates

were terrific . - Margaret Talbert

ffi*, 
ight o'clock in the morning

f#& and a sroup of women are
q!-W standiig uro.rnd the circular

maze outside the library of the

San Francisco Theological Seminary.

Suddenly they begin rolling their

hips-backward, forward, side to

side. Twisting and turning their pel-

vises like a coven of deranged bur-

lesque dancers. Whatever those poor

seminarians imagined they saw, it

was really only Donna McElhose and

Sally Mclaughlin warming up the

teacher candidates for a session on

waist turns. I wonder if we will ever

be invited back? -Carol Nelson-Selbu

eacher training took us in new

directions, some of which we

were striving for; others were

unexpected. It was a life altering expe-

rience. -MauremMurplry

here was a unity among the
students and the teachers that
resulted in a kind of "whole-

ness" which was expressed in all of

the candidates becoming accredited.
-lanKoaac

#fo\h n our second day of Teacher

€ti## Training, Sandy McAlister
w:/F was explaining to us that

some people may have emotional

breakthroughs and that if it that hap-

pens, it's okay. Let them release. As I

listened, I thought to myself "Not me. I

don't have anything to release."

Wednesday night was my meeting

with both Sandy and Athene Mantle. I

was told that I do T'ai Chi Chih from

the waist up, that they felt I wasn't
connecting with my lower body. and

that I was blocked. That is when I had

an emotional release. I was not able to

walk until I was three years old. I was
taken to the doctors every week. Until
I was five years old, I had metal braces
on my legs while I slept because I was
pigeon-toed. \A/hen I was 25 years old,
I had vericose veins stripped from my
legs. I suffer from spider veins. I don't
like my legs. I never wear shorts. I
dress up my upper body and cover up
the bottom. My hips are tilted down
and I was never able to have children.
\:Vhen I sleep on my left side, it goes
numb. The left side of the body repre-
sents the feminine side, which I was
rejecting. I went back to my room and
cried myself to sleep. Finally, the next
day, the fourth day of training, I was
able to connect to my T'an Tien and I
moved wonderfully for the first time.
Teacher training was one of the hard-
est things I've ever been through in
my life, but it also has been one of the
most rewarding. I thank all of you
who were there supporting me. -

DmiseSingerline

Auditors Response to Teacher Training ]une 2004

was thrilled to see how effec-

tively partner practice tech-

niques were used during the

week with candidates and au-

diting teachers. It served to deepen

and clarify their understanding of

specific movements. Everyone was an

"engaged learner." It was very Power-
ful. In terms of my own learning, I

came away from the accreditation

with a whole new "bag of tricks" in

how to teach TCC. I am much more

grounded and clear about the essen-

tials of particular movements and

that has helped me to become a better

teacher. I look forward to another ac-

creditation! -Linda Braqa

Still of consideration are teacher can-

didates who come to training less pre-

pared because they did not attend an

intensive, a workshop, and or a

teacher prep course. This adds undue

stress to those candidates. Fortu-

nately, the Northem California Teach-

ers "audited" in abundance and pro-

vided great enthusiasm and support

for the candidates. This was a conge-

nial and hard-working group of can-

didates who "pulled out the stops"

and made tremendous strides toward

moving to the next level with their

TCC practice. Auditing is a privilege

and a source of great joy for me as a

teacher - an opportunity to give back

to the TCC community and strengthen

the bonds between new teachers and

those who are more experienced.

RobertaTaggart

Wow, what wonder to audit a teacher
training for a week! (My fifth train-
ing). This was an opportunity to see
others and myself grow! As candidates
grew I noticed something inside me
growing. For all of us, it was confi-
dence, courage, and change. Together
we were enjoying the impermanence
and flowing into foy and into Life! -

DonnaMcElhose
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t was Saturday, the last day

of T'ai Chi Chih teacher train-

ing graduation day.I woke
.. up at 3:40 a.m., far ahead

from 5:30 where I had set my

alarm. I got up, sat at the side of the

bed and observed myself. I have been

coughing the night before as I have

been since Tuesday and last night. I

found my chest wheezing while I

lulled myself to sleep. I started with

itchy, watery eyes and sniffles the

first day of training while we were

getting up the footpath beyond

Alexander Hall to go to the Training

Room in Geneva Hall. It was a mag-

nificent view, with trees and flowers.

Allergies, I then thought. I haven't had

them for quite a while.

I sleepily went to the shower room

and had a warm shower. I felt light, I

felt healthy. My chest was clear. No

coughing. No asthma. Did I just go

through "cleansing"? I wondered. My

husband came at 8:00 to load my

things in the car after which we went

to breakfast. It was great to see him

for the first time after almost a week.

It was a warm morning and the light

breeze touching my face was so re-

freshing. It was a brand new day, a

brand new feeling. Everybody was

joyous. All the stress and the uncer-

tainty of the previous days were all

gone. Inner peace dwelt in my heart

from the experience I shared with my

fellow candidates. We all felt equal, so

I I

44

Graduation Day

By Pilar Triggs, H ayw ard, C A

supportive with each other, and we

have gotten closer as the days goby.

The teacher, the host, and the auditors

were so patiently leading us the way

from the very start. After a short

class, we received our certificates and

we hugged each other, knowing this is

not the last time our paths cross. We

are finally accredited teachers, and we

are beginning again, back to step one.

After saying our goodbyes and shar-

ing tears of joy after our last practice

together, I was ready to head home. I

felt like I was floating while I was go-

ing down the steps of Geneva Hall, as

if the clouds were passing by and they

carried me along. The sky was crystal

clear, the sun was shining brightly,

and the birds were chirping joyous

tunes while probably resting within

the trees and flowers that were all

around me. I could even hear church

bells ringing within. We were in the

freeway and I just sat back while my

husband drove. Cars cutting in front

of us here and there, on freeway en-

trances and freeway exits, reminded

me I was back to the busy world

again, the world I live in. Calmly,I sat

back and thought: Would it be nice if

everybody learned and practiced T'ai!

Chi Chih? You would see smiling faces

everywhere. There would be peace

and harmony all over the world and

people wouldn't be cutting in front of

each other in the freeway. Wow!

We stopped at Vallejo for lunch and

everybody in the diner was very
pleasant. After a very filling lunch, we
walked to the Value Center nearby
and we found in the boutique a pair of
beautiful, heavy, solid brass unicorns
gracefully prancing on their deeply
rooted hind legs as if proudly showing
off the single horn in the center of their
foreheads, often symbolic of purity or
chastity. "What an alignment!" I said
to myself. The two unicoms were very
similar but one is $10 more expensive
than the other. My husband asked the
salesperson why, and he was told to
wait for the manager who should
have been coming back shortly from
her lunch break. My husband waited
while I wandered to the back of the
store. I was getting back to the front
area when my husband found me
passing by the clothes rack. He said
the manager lowered the price of the
more expensive piece and he got them
both at the same price. "Aren't they
quite expensive?" I asked. He said that
they symbolize purity, and they bring
good luck, and that I was happy, and
he was happy.A voice came from be-
hind me saying she was happy, too. I
looked back and here was this very
dignified-looking lady, all smiling,
highly-spirited, looking at us right by
the clothes rack and we all laughed to-
gether. What a lovely day! This joy

and inner peace within me must be
contagious. Thanks to T'ai Chi Chih.
Thank you, fustin.

rt
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Not too Big, Not too Little, But IUST RIGHT

he T'ai Chi Chih Intensive

in St. Paul, Minnesota was

a wonderful experience in

"just rightness." Through-

out the Intensive, Pam and

Sr. Antonia held us in a place of loving

discovery. As we rediscovered each

movement, Pam let us feel what it was

like to do a movement "not too big,

not too little, but just right."

The Conference began with each

participant receiving a beautiful

handmade quilt square saying "We

are holding you as you deepen your

practice - MN TCC Teachers."

The intention of the Minnesota

Teachers, as Nancy expressed so won-

derfully in her quilt squares,

was to do just that - hold each

participant as they deepened

their practice. This set the stage

to explore our practice in a safe,

playful, caring environment.

Many participants expressed

that the deep sense of commu-

nity experienced in this envi-

ronment at the Intensive was

very important to them.

Throughout th.e 31/2 -day

intensive, as Peg gentiy said,

we learned, refined, learned

more and then refined more.

This learning was done in a safe space

of loving kindness, honoring each

person's unique journey. While on this

journey students and teachers alike

laughed and cried, sometimes at the

same time.

Participants of the Intensive had

many reactions to the experience of

practicing T'ai Chi Chih together.

Anna realized"T'ai Chi Chih is a tool

which can help [her] through tough

times, decrease stress and help [her]

To work and be playful
to be intentional and relaxed

to be connected within and without

new joy thru flowing not alone but together
-loanneEllison

To know the One withrn
To allow it to touch and fill this body with light

Within and without
For truly there is no boundary between us

-Catha Dalton

Hope read, "A great teacher is like one

who stands over us as we hang des-

perately from the cliff, treading on our

fingers until, in pain and desperatiory

we have to let go. What is this 'letting

go'? It is giving up the small identity

with which we have saddled our-

selves, the personality through which

the life force is temporarily manifest-

ing." In this safe space, Marie felt she

was able to let go of her hold on the

cliff. It is in the letting go that she al-

lowed herself to open more to receiv-

ing and giving.

Besides finding the "just right" of

T'ai Chi Chitu Pam also reminded us

that how we do anything is how we

do everything. For example, if we are

holding tension in our shoulders in

Push Pull, we are probably holding

tension in our shoulders in other

moves as well. She also invited us to

let T'ai Chi Chih be as simple as it is.

Yuen summarized many of the par-

ticipants' experiences of the intensive.

She said, "After three days of T'ai Chi

Chih, I found myself with a very

huppy mind in several ways. The

teachers are so humble and they are

always ready to help students.

Pam was so kind, warm, patient

and organized. I feel so blessed to

be with such a group of people, it

seemed like a second life and [the
group was] a new family to me.

With Pam's and the teachers'help,

I have been able to correct my

movements and improve them

with continuous practice. I

would like to do my T'ai Chi

Chih practice as simple as it is."

The response to the Intensive

was overwhelmingly positive

from both teachers and students.

Sharon asked herself, "My response to
this TCC Intensive class? Has it beery
is it being, worth my time, rny energy/
my money? Yes, to all three."

Using Joanne's play on Pam's
words, we could say
that the Intensive
was not too big, not
too little, ...but lustin
right.

The Minnesota TCC Intensive:

By Cathy Dalton, Marie Dotts, andludtl George

change previous behavior patterns."
Peg noted that "the chi was slowly
leaving my head and migrating

[downward]." She said, "l felt it in my

heart, body, legs, t'an tien and being. It

was amazing and exciting." As Judy
says, "it was a time of recognizing our

vashanas, or habit energies, and let-

ting go, physically, emotionally and
spiritually."

Nancy Werner-Azarski printed
cards for us with quotes from Justin
Stone. We took the time to read each

quote and in this way felt connected
with Justin though his words. One

particular quote was very meaningful

for Marie. The quote from Abandon
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Joy,Ioy,Ioy. .. ..
Yahoo!!!

By F ay e Mohr, neuly Accr edit ed T' ai Chi

Chihlnstiuctor

To My Dear Family and Friends,

This past weekend I attended a T'ai

Chi Chih Retreat in Saskatoon at

Queen Retreat house.

Leading the retreat was Pam

Towne, TCC Teacher Trainer from

California. As most of you know I

have been practicing T'ai Chi Chih,

(often called, Joy Thru Movement ) off

and on for a number of years. I really

believe in the benefits of regular prac-

tice for circr;lating and balancing the

Chi energy for health and well being.

I attended Teacher Training in

Edmonton in Sept. 2002 and was "de-

ferred," along with two others, to

deepen and soften our practice before

teaching. On Sunday morning of the

retreat, Sept. 19th, Pam said that she

could joyfully announce that Faye,

Byron and Rhonda (the other two de-

ferrals) were now fully accredited

teachers!!

What celebration ensued-no less

than Canadian Idol!!-as about 13 of

the attendees at the Saskatoon retreat,

who were also at the Teacher Training

in Edmonton, gathered around us. All

were as huppy as we were to have the

circle completed. Joy, Joy, Joy..... Y a-

hoo!!

The learning and growing will al-

ways continue, and my understand-

ing and movements will deepen. I am

so happy that now I can share the gift

of T'ai Chi Chih with family, friends,

and anyone else, interested in learning

- I plan and set up

0c4ober2oo4

Deferred No More
By ByronGill

My wife Rhonda and another student, Faye Mohr, and I were deferred from a
previous teacher training that we attended in Edmonton in September of 2002.
We had completed the accreditation process and were deferred. At the conclu-

sion of the retreat Pam Towne announced to the group that we had improved

enough to now become fully accredited teachers. This now has completed the
full circle of the accreditation process.

I want to thank the T'ai Chi Chih community to allow this to happen.I be-
lieve that we were the last of this type of accreditation/deferment process. This

process has allowed me the opportunity to grow and improve. I have been able

to practice and learn

from many teachers

and students. The love

and sincere caring in

this growth process has

been just wonderful.It

has taken me a long

time to simply get out

of my own way and to

embrace the Chi that

has become so beautiful

in my life.

I know that this ac-

creditation process has

chahged. I can only

praise the whole pro-

cess that I have just

gone through to allow

me the time to grow as I

have needed. The fact

that the T'ai Chi Chih

was brought into

Canada is so valuable.

To be able to have ac-

credited teachers in

Canada, who have

shared their love, con-

tinued encouragement,

and teachings with me.

This encouraged me to

continue to deepen my

practice. The ability

to attend accreditation.

intense weekend re-

treats and conferences

such as Banff in

Canada only continues

to strengthen arrd allow

Heartfelt congratulations to Faye Mohr of Calgary,

AB and to Byron and Rhonda Gill of Christopher

Lake, SK for earning their full Accreditation to

teach T'ai Chi Chih! It was wonderful to see the

progress that each have made in how they are

moving...now flowing softly from the center and

yinning and yanging correctly. All three have

truly demonstrated Teh...the power of inner

sincerity...in deepening their practice of TCC since

being "deferred" at the Edmonton Teacher

Training two years ago. They will be fine teachers!

This brings near completion the former process

of "deferring" teachers at a Teacher Training by

requiring them to improve certain aspects of how

they move, and then be approved by a Teacher

Trainer before beginning to teach TCC. If you, or

anyone you know, have been deferred and you

want to complete your accreditation, please con-

tact me.
- P am T ownq T eacher T r ainer46

classes soon.
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students to continue to progress. The

geographic space of Canada makes

travel timely and quite costly. How-

ever T'ai Chi Chih continues to grow

and develop despite the challenges

of such a vast country.

I look forward to be able to share

the knowledge of TCC to other stu-

dents. I believe that the giving of T'ai

Chi Chih is one of the ways that we

will be able to maintain it. The flow-

ing from the centre that was shared

with me is so valuable that I must

now pass it on to others.

As this circle of the journey be-

comes complete I now realize how

small a circle of life I have. As a stu-

dent and practitioner I now have the

responsibility to broaden that circle

and continue upon the circular path

that is so important to all of us.

Thank you, Justin and thank you,

Ed, and a big thank you to all of you

who have contributed to the success

of my practice. I know that today you

would be proud to see us in

Saskatchewan complete this accredi-

tation process here. Thank you Viola,

you have made this day special. You

started this journey with us quite

some time ago and have seen it come

full circle.

I thank you and embrace the pro-

cess to be able to complete the final

stages of the accreditation. I know

that there are no simple

answers to the most difficult question

as to how to nurture and bring forth

the best teachers while keeping the

practice of T'ai Chi Chih as pure and

simple as possible.

T'ai Chi Chih has been an open

ended discovery about myself. It has

allowed me to become a more open

person to all that life puts forth and as

soon as I got out my own way great

things began to happen. It just gets

better and better all the time.

T'ai Chi Chih has done for me what

I could not do for myself.

The VfafForcegourna[

ing of body, mind and spirit cannot be
underestimated."

Lidia Paice of Manitou Beach, SK
shared this: "This weekend provided
another blissful opportunity for me to
take my TCC practice to another level,
and my understanding of the prin-
ciples to a greater depth." Mildred
Weber of Greig Lake, SK added," It has
been a privilege and a wonderful expe-
rience to practice and learn with so
manyTCC people. I will take with me
a refreshed spirit, lessons learned and
a renewed commitment."

For Viola Bens it was "a weekend of
deep renewal in my TCC practice. Pam
brought a wonderful gentleness and
softness which allowed me to flow
more softly as a whole-- hands, legs,
everything moving as one." Rita Beth
of Moose Jaw enjoyed the opening
evening with the sacred circle dance.
She found it extremely powerful and
very connecting-bringing everyone
together. Pam had asked us at lunch
on Sunday to sit with our geographic
family and plan how we wanted TCC
to grow in our communities. Cathy
Brochu felt that the excitement of
planning and anticipating future
events and regular practices goes a
long way to solidifying the TCC com-
munity in Saskatchewan. TCC renew-
als at Christopher Lake, SK and
Manitou Beactr, SK and a Calgary, AB
event were only some of the possibili-
ties mentioned.

Thanks to Pam Towne for her guid-
ance and support. What an ambassa-
dor for TCC! It was
worth all the worry
and work. This will

Retreat in Canad a abrg success
ByDonnaAldous

We had a wonderful retreat in

Canada in September. Everyone at-

tending said the same thing that

Melba Cariou from Meadow Lake

commented, "The TCC weekend re-

treat was everything I had hoped it

would be. The relaxed atmosphere in

a beautiful facility made it very spe-

cial." Twenty-nine participants

throughout Canada enjoyed teacher-

trainer Pam Towne. Lidia Paice

summed it up very well, "Pam helped

immensely with the precision of

movements and being guided in her

gentle and loving way. It was won-

derful to meet her in person." The

theme, "Attending to the Intent" for

many was the catalyst to take the

time away from home and to concen-

trate on themselves. What was really

monumentous was the full accredita-

tion of the three deferred teachers of

the September 2002 training in

Edmonton, AB. When Pam announced

to Faye Mohr from Calgary and

Rhonda and Byron Gill of Christopher

Lake, SK of their success, Cathy

Brochu stated for all of us, "The circle

is finally complete." She also stated

that it meant doubling the number of

teachers at Christopher Lake and

makes it a possible hotbed of TCC ac-

tivity. Rhonda responded in her feed-

back, "A joyous weekend! My heart is

so full of the love, gratitude for the

support that the TCC community has

extended, that only my tears of joy

can express my love and happiness."

Faye wrote, "As I reflected this morn-

ing, a warm feeling filled my being

and I am grateful to know life unfolds

as it is meant to,"

Student Bob Dill of Prince Albert, SK not be the last

said, "Surely, the positive energy (chi) project for

which is generated by a group of folk Saskatchewan. We

who are entirely focused on well-be- will be in touch.
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Northeast Pennsylvania now a haven for T'ai Chi Chih

By Sharon Matesi, student ofLuciaVeteran

#

4 area her year-round residence,

she was concerned about being

far away from her New York/New

|ersey community.

To know Lucia is to know that she

is open to the ever-evolving

changes in life. As a newly accred-

ited teacher, she embarked on

bringing TCC to the region.I was

fortunate to be among her first stu-

dents while Marion Demko followed

soon after. Today, we are both accred-

ited teachers and give classes in vari-

ous towns within the region.

To date, there are well over 100 stu-

dents including several serious stu-

dents looking forward to accredita-

tion. To celebrate the growing TCC

community, a group practice was held

at Marywood University in Scranton

where Lucia teaches in the Senior

Learning Center. Students came from

the surrounding five counties to enjoy
a summer morning practice. Lucia
would say that it was the Chi that
brought us all together. Another les-
son learned from TCC.

I wish to express my gratitude to
Lucia, Sr. Antonia and Justin for
bringing TCC into my life. I also wish
to than Dan Piensiak, who provides
the many opportunities for us to
gather and leam.
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lrcc ln Prisons
I Establishing Practice Groups at Avenal State Prison

By Judy Trethanay, judytre@surewest.net

Wm,ear Friends:
'mi$6 

My trip into Avenal Prison

., WW last Wednesday and Thurs-

day was a powerful experience for

myself, the Chaplain and about 150

men who came to the six classes. Each

class, three on Wednesday, and three

on Thursday, got better and better.

Even in the last class which was el-

bow to elbow we were all able to rest

in the chi and find the flow.

I taught six moves, two for each

weight shift...Rocking Motion, Bass

Drum, Carry the Ball (modified with-

out stepping), Push Pull, Light at the

Temples and Passing Clouds (simpli-

fied). We learned the six moves after a

experience of finding our central core

to discuss alignmenf a little exercise

to understand the principles of soft

knees, and a standing meditation to

set our intentions and the chi field.

Then while they sat I did a demo of all

20Tai Chi Chih (the form that was ap-

proved for Folsom Prison) moves

while discussing principles and an-
'swering questions. Rested and

inspired, they were back up on their

feet and experiencing another practice

of the six moves with less talk and a

firm expectation of moving in syn-

chronized manner. We finished with

more standing meditation. Everyone

got it. Most of the classes ended in a

closing circle doing push pull, with

their loved ones, then the institutiory

then the world in the center. Men from

all (and no) faith traditions were

present.

The expectation is that I will be in-

vited back by the Chaplain if there is

reason for me to come; i.e. they have

been practicing and are ready to learn

more movements. I expect to go back

in November. A difficult format, but

yet so much better than nothing. Ifs a

225 mile trip four-hour drive.

Each of the six yards is a prison all

of its own and there is no movement

of the men between yards. So it was

like going to six different prisons. On

most of the yards I was delighted to

encounter several men who had at-

tended my classes at Folsom. They

will be a big help getting the practice

groups going.

The Catholic Chaplain who spon-

sored my visit practiced with the men

each class and was delighted to move

on with the chi (life-force energy)

rather than effort. He recently spon-

sored Mike Kelly who has been instru-

mental in getting Centering Prayer

groups started in Northern California

prisons so the men have been given

two significant meditative practices to

help them find the peace with that

will sustain their healing within a

very difficult environment. Several

yards already had Buddhist groups

with established meditation practices.

As for myself, I was truly amazed at

the ease and flow of my presentations.

The words came. the movements

taught themselves, the questions arose
that needed to be answered. I was eas-
ily able to be the vehicle of a compas-
sionate presence that I prayed to be.
Thank you to each of you who sup-
ported my journey with your prayers.
I felt your love flowing through me
and so did the men.

Please continue to hold these men in
your prayers as they now must face
the personal work of developing a
practice where ridicule and barriers
are common and serene surrounding
are absent. The only place of beauty
they have to look upon is the sky.

September 2004 update: My August
into Avenal trip was canceled because
the Chaplain was too busy, but I ex-
pect to go in November (prison-time is
sloooow). Keep the chi flowing.

In October I plan on attending a
California Chaplains conference to see
about teaching TCC in other prisons
and distribute a handout I have devel-
oped to promote contemplative prac-
tices from all faith traditions in pris-
ons (See http://thecentering.orgl
freedom_wi thin.html).

I have just begun a practice group at
New Folsom (next door to Old
Folsom), a highest security prison. A
group of about 20 men there have
been praying for me to come and
study a variety of QiGong styles using
different books. Our first class to-
gether will be September 3O 2004 and
then every Thurs-

day morning before

I go into Old Folsom

prison in the after-

noon.

Send me chi on

Thursdays! ! !
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Courage is being afraid but still pro-
ceeding with the act. Okay, so the
thought was how hard could it be to
do a self-drive from Dublin to Shan-
non? A manual

shift is no prob-

lem in the

States, so what

if it is on the

LEFTinIreland?

Ha,ha, ha. Feel-

ing like a fish

out of water, I

have to re-learn

how to drive.

Everything is

awkward on

the left. Heck,

how many

times do I use

my left hand for

intricate tasks?

Remember

learning T'ai

Chi Chih for the

first time? Did

you feel like your eyes saw and your

brain understood some things but

your body just could not get it? Where

the heck was third gear? For two days

it just couldn't be found. And, then

sometimes it was found and then lost

again. And, all of a sudden third gear

was a no-brainer. Yes, that is where

my foot/hand should be.

And. the narrow roads with no

shoulders! Just to be safe, a number of

times the car just

had to be stopped to

allow the oncoming

car in the next lane

to pass. Yeah, the

side mirrors were so

close to touching. All

Driving Irish is TCC with Wheels
B y SiobhAn Hutchinson, N I

right, I did close my eyes for a second

a couple of times, it was that close.

Okay, and maybe someone on the first

dav mav have had their side mirror

$lr

"touched" by ours. My niece and navi-

gator said she had found religion and

would go to church after this. What

was she talking about? We just

screamed a few times when another

car or truck was coming a little too

close for comfort. Remember Accredi-

tation or the first time TCC "encour-

aged" something to bubble up? O[ the

rush of the rapture and Chi.

Then, all the twists and turns on al-

most every roadway. You never knew

what was around the bend. Exciting

though it was, driving was never so in

the "now." There was no time and

way to take a sip of anything and

drive at the same time. The radio? It

was never turned on. Concentration,

alertness, but a relaxed attitude was
key. How many times in the States do
we drive on autopilot, mindlessly get-
ting to a place and wondering how we

got there? Jus-
tin reminds us

not to do T'ai

Chi Chih care-

lessly. How

much in the

"trow" do we

practice?

There

were road

maps but they

were crude to

our standards

and at the end

of the trip we

understood

why even na-

tives had diffi-

culty explain-

ing routes.

Sometimes you

just have to go

with your gut instinct or flow with

the Chi to get there. There was no

booklet to explain the road symbols.

Even the local police could not provide

one. You were on your own and had

to ask people what some meant. The

language used, "heed the speed" and

"no surface cover ahead" made you

stop and say, "I think I know what

they mean." Like soft knees. There

were no stop signs, just yields. Soft-

ness and continuity with traffic.

In New Jersey we are dismantling

all our circles or you may call them

rotaries. In Ireland, roundabouts were

everywhere. "You go straight on the

roundabout." What? "You make the

left on the roundabout." \A/hat if the

iri
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roundabout has more than four roads

stemming from it? Which left are they

referring to? Polarity? Circularity?

These directions too were somehow

magically understood in the last

couple of days of driving. Practice,

Practice, Patience, Patience, Time,

Time. All unfolds and is understood at

some point.'

One of your fears comes up. You

have to face it head on. What do you

do the second it unfolds? Rounding a

bend, all of a sudden a herd of sheep

covering the whole road is at a gallop.

Hitting the brakes hoping the person

behind is not too close, I heard laugh-

ing. My own. What could we do? We

had to go with the flow and just ac-

cept. AII of a sudden the sheep dodge

left directly in front of us. There was

the farmer's lane just there and we did

not know it. You could not prepare.

You just had to accept, let ga and go

with it.

Then, you drive to Dingle and all the

signs are in Gaelic. Gaelic is not a ro-

mance language, so do not try to fig-

ure the phonetics. Note my first name

only seems to roll off the tongue easily

there. For the first time, I did not have

to explain it and spell it everyday.

Yeatu I know I have a rough life! Ha! I

cannot explain it, but when my niece

kept asking if I was sure I knew what

the Gaelic sign meant and I kept say-

ing yes. Somehow I was confident that

the Gaelic spelling for certain towns, I

clearly understood. We got there

without having to stop and ask direc-

tions or look at a map. Was it the trust

in the Chi?

Ireland is magical and challenging.

So is T'ai Chi Chih. Sometimes I want

the explanatiory at other times I just

like to marvel in the wonder of it all.

We got back safe and sound, but

touched, inspired, changed a bit, and

we just have to go back for more.

Th. Light.' Sid.
During the first time I introduced mu-

sic to my college TCC class, at one

point the emergency lights in the

room started to blink. As we evacu-

ated the building, one of my students,

Guillermo, said he suspected it was

me who was responsible for the

techno light show as an added attrac-

tion to the music. -Sharon Sirkis

I only allow one absence in my college

TCC class.' Laura, one of my students,

stayed after class to tell me she'd be

taking her one absence the next class.

"I'm going to use my get-out-of-jail

free card," she said. - Sharon Sirkis

lan, a 9l-year-old lady I teach at the

retirement home, apologized for miss-

ing the previous TCC class because of

a hair appointment. Jokingly I said,

"What's more important your hair or

your..." To which she interjected, "Or

your spirit? My hair! I cannot tell a

lie!" -SharonSirkis

No Butts About It, They Had a Great
Conference!

Submitted by Sheila Leonard, who may or may or may
not be one of the anonymous derrieres. The models are
showing off the license plate holder, this year's giaeawny
item in our conference packets. The license plate holder
reads, you guessed it, T'ai Chi Chih at the top, Joy Thru
Moaement at the, er, bottom. , {
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Contacts

Guide
Sr. Antonia Cooper, OSF
641 Somerset Street
North Plainfield, NI 07060-4909
(908) 370-361,6
E-mail: AntoniaTCC9@aol.com

Teacher Trainers
Pam Towne
356 Orwell Ln.
Encinitas, Cl'92024
(760) 944-9544
E-mail: ptowne@inreach.com

Sandy McAlister
24835 Second St.
Hayward, C494547
(570) 582-2238
E-mail: mcalisterl9@comcast.net

Originator
fustin Stone
P.O. Box 2321.2
Albuquerque, NM 87192-1272

Web Mistress
Lisa Thorburn
www.taichichih.ore

Membership Coordinator
Victor Berg
PO Box 23068
Albuquerque, NM 87 192-7068
vfimembership@vahoo.com

VF] Editor
Kathy Grassel
510 Edith sE
Albuquerque,NM
87'1.02
ksrassel@unm.edu

City, State, Zip

Phone:

Delivery in the U.S.
Delivery outside of the U.S.
Donation for VFJ Outreach or
to help others subscribe to the VFJ

Total amount enclosed

years @ $30/ys2t g

years @ $40/ys2r g

Subscribe to the Vital Force
Thank you for your interest in the Vital Force Journal. By subscribing, you will
receive four issues of the Vital Force every year. By popular demand, and for
consistency, all subscribers now will receive The Vital Force by First Class de-
livery, thus adding slightly to the cost of subscription for those who opted to
receive theVFl via bulk mail. Also by popular demand, we will continue to
provide a hard-copy version of the Teachers Directory. A printable version
of the Directory will be available for free on the T'ai Chi Chih website and ac-
cessible to web visitors desiring to locate a teacher in their area. If you are a
teacher, you will be included in the Teachers Directory. Please let us know if
you do NOT want to be in the Directory.

If you have questions, please email Victor at vfEnembership@yahoo.com.

Contact Information

Name:

Address:

Email:

Teacher Accreditation Information

Date you were accredited as a T'ai Chi Chih Teacher:
Date you were accredited as a Seijaku Teacher:
Name of the teacher who taught you T'ai Chi Chih:

Vital Force Subscription Information

( ) I DO NOT want to be listed in the Teachers Directory or the Website.

Make a check or money order payable

to: The Vital Force |ournal, and send

to: PO Box 23068

Albuquerque, NM 87192-1,068
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GOOD

T'AI CHI CHIHo Joy thru Movement Photo-Text

book - Justin Stone

Spanish translation Photo-Text

book w/ translation inserted - Stone

T'AI CHI CHIH@ Joythru MovementVideo

MA PUBLISHING, Inc. - Box 51,201, - Boston, MA 02205-1201

T olt-fr e e 0r der numb er 88 I - 540 -7 4 59, tel 61-7 -2 82-222 I

To fax your orders, fax number is 6L7-282-2213
(For returns or UPS deliaeries:73 Tuttle Street, Boston, MA 02125-1434)

ACCREDITED TEACHER ORDER FORM
(Prices & shipping effective through the Conference 2004)
Teacher discount on 3 or more items; retail on 1 or 2 items

PITasT INDIcATE QUANTITY IN BLANK PRECEDING TITLE

N o zu aa ail abl e tlro ugh G o o il
Kann a Publishing: This PB S -

pr o dace il aide o fe ature s 1.3

Qfi A se ssions b etw e en Justin
S to n e and p r o gr am h o st C annen
Brocklehurst. Amust-see for se-
rious teachers and students. See
the GKP orderformfor iletails.
Discussion topics on the oide o
include the imp ort ance of boft -

ness, hout to moo e, dea eloping
Chi,the essence of TCC,yin-
y an g, w eight c ontr ol, S eij aku,
thepower of Chi andits effects,
TCCTeachers,
aesthetic experi-
ences,andcumu-
latiae effects.

VHS videotape - Stone and 4 teaehers - 2000 FTLMING

PAL (intntl) format - separate discounVinquire 9.8 oz. $48.95

T'AI CHI CHIH@ Jov thru Movement Video

VHS videotape - Stone - 1994 FILMING

JUSTIN STONE SPEAKS ON TCC/JTM

spoken audio cassette - Stone

MUSIC FOR T'AI CHI CHIHO PRACTICE

musical audio cassette - Stone

THESERENENATURE

musical audio cassette - Stone

MEDITATIONFORHEALING

book - Stone

ZENMEDITATION

book - Stone

SPIRITUALODYSSEY

boak - Stone

SPIRITUAL STORIES, 2 vol. set

spoken audio cassette (2 tapes) - Stone

SPIzuTUAL STORIES OF THEEAST, Vol. I &

Yol.2 - EACH sotD SEPARATELY -

spoken audio cassette - Stone

2OI1{ ANNIVERSARY INTERVIEW TAPE 3.6 oz. $10.95

spoken & musical audio cassetle - Stone & Christeen Mclain

ABANDONHOPE 9.7 oz. $10.95

15.6 oz. $15.95

18.7 oz. $15.95

9.8 oz. $32.95

9.8 oz. 532.95

3.6 oz. $10.95

3.6 oz. $10.95

3.6 oz. $10.95

14.2 oz. $15.95

10.9 oz. $10.95

10.4 oz. $10.95

6.6 oz. $19.95

3.6 oz. each$tO.95

book - Stone

CLIMB THE JOYOUS MOLINTAIN

book - Stone

HEIGHTENEDAWARENESS

booft - Stone

8.5 oz. $10.95

7.3 oz. $ 8.95
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2OTH CENTURYPSALMS

book - Stone

SOFTSOUNDSOF TAZZ

musical audio cassette - Stone

NIGHTBLOOM

musicql audio eassette - Stone

LET GOOD FORTL]NE ruMP ON YOU

book - Paul Reps

ELEVATIONMUSIC

musical audio cassette - Lar Caughlan

EMBLISSENINGMUSIC

musical audio cassette - Joel Andrews

T'AI CHI CHIHO PRACTICE SESSION

spoken audio cassette - Jean Katus & Mclain

SEIJAKU

VHS videotape - Stone

TENTATTVELYFOREVER

art book - Stone

Zen Poster

KNME Interview Tape 65 min. (no discount)

6.6 oz. $ 7.95

3.6 oz. $10.95

3.6 oz. $10.95

6.6 oz. $ 7.95

3.6 oz. $10.95

3 6 oz. $10.95

3.6 oz. $10.95

9.8 oz. $99.00

2l.l oz. $32.00

l5.5oz $60 unsigned
$75 signed

9.8o2 $19.95

Regional Distributors

Canada
AB, Sherwood Park, Chery Ann

Hoffmeyer (7 80) 467 :87 01,
UnitedStates
California, Encinitas; Pam Towne,

(760) 944-9544
California, Hayward; Sandy

McAlister, (510) 582-2238
Minnesota, Bemidji; Jeanne Engen-

Duranske, (218) 7 5L-317 3
North Dakota, Fargo; Christeen

Mclain, (701) 232-5579
New Mex., Albuquerque; Carmen

Brocklehurst, (505) 299-0562

Name

C itylState/Pr ov inc e / Zip

Ifpaying by credit card: E Visa tr MasterCard

Card # Expiration date

Signature

Shipping Chart
Postal Medid Mail ftate

Under tr lb. 3'50
11b.,1 oz. -21b. 4.00
2 lb . ,1oz . '41b.  4 .80
4Ib.,L oz. -  6h 5.75
61b., L oz. . 8lb 6.45
8 lb., 1 oz. - L9lb 7.05
over 10 Ib $7.05 + 50e

for each additional pound
beyond 10

-SEpenere eIARr FoR PRIoRITY :

CoNrAcruF

tr I do NOT need a catalog. Please send a price list/order
formonly.

n Please send a catalog with my order.

weight Total

Price Subtotal

Shipping (refer to chart)

MA & ND residents add 5oh sales tax

TOTAL enclosed

I

,4
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Calendar
***For all Intensives: $100 for re-

viewers if space is available.

TCC Teacher Renewal
w/ Sr. Antonia Cooper
Fee: $50

DanPienciak

732.988.s865
wakeupdaniel@aol.com

October 22-24.2004 Ringwood, NJ Dan Pienciak

732.988.s86s
wakeupdaniel@aol.com

Seijaku Teacher Training

w/ Pam Towne

Fee: $400
Auditing teachers $50

Nov. 13.2004 Teacher Renewal
w/ Sandy McAlister
Fee: $35

Albuquerque,
NM

ConnieHyde
nmhoule@nmia.com
(505) 281-1040

Nov. 15-20. 2004 Teacher Training
w/ Sandy McAlister
Fee: $450

Ann Rutherford
ruthergary@aol.com
(505) 292-51,1.4

TCC Retreat
wl Sr. Antonia
Mt. Calvary Retreat House
Open to teachers or students

$325/double or $375lsingle (per
person)

Santa Barbara,
CA

Pam Towne
(760) e44-9544
ptowne@inreach.com

Feb. 15-18. 2005 TCC Retreat
w/ Sr. Antonia
Mt. Calvary Retreat House
Open to TCC teachers only

$325 per personldouble or $375l
single

Santa Barbara,

CA

Pam Towne
(760) 944-e544
ptowne@inreach.com

Teacher Training
w/ Sandy McAlister
Fee: $450
No fee for auditing teachers

St. Paul. MNMarch T - 12,2005 Carol Mockovak
4300 West River Parkway 5., #407
Minneapolis, MN 55406
61.2/729-9040
caroledith@usf amily.net

March 11 - 73,2005

(662) 844-6473

,,

TCCWorkshop I Tupelo,Ms I Ron Richardson
w/ Pam Towne. | | 2331 Quail Creek

Fee:$60 | | Rd.
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